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WHY AWACS AND THEIR TOP SECRET EQUIPMENT MUST REMAIN IN AMERICAN HANDS 

A Foreign Affairs Department _ B~ckground Memorandum 

Why does the proposed U.S .. sale to Saudi Arabia of AWACS -- the 
Airborne Warning and Control .systems aircraft -- actually imperil American 
interests? Why are these planei such a dange~ to Is~ael? 

Imagine. an eye in the sky that "sees" or senses any plane up in the 
air for as much as 400 miles away, the distance from· New York to· Cleveland. 
Imagine, too, that it could follow the movement of any tank or truck on 
the ground, or ship at .sea, within a 300 ·mile range. An AWACS plane is 
such an eye, and much more besides. 

AWACS incorporate several American ·top-secret electronic and other 
systems. So ·care.ful has the U.S. been with its AWACS ove'r the years that 
only now, indeed, are they ~o be delivered to America's long-time, stable 
NATO allies. Giving them to the Saudis .is to take the considerable risk 
that AWACS se€rets will be compromised, or fall into the hands of U.S. 
enemies. Radi cal Arab forces opposed to the United States as an "imperi -
alist" power not l ong ago sought-to overthrow the feud9l, ruling Saudi 
monarchy. And mili'tary security irn that country is notoriously poor. 
One cannot overlook the possibility, therefore, that American arms will 
be turned aga inst the U.S. 

That they will be turned agaiinst Israel, when in Saudi possession, 
is virtually a ·certafnty . Given AWACS capabilities , · Israel would not .be 
able to make a move· without the Saudis· immediately knowing all about it . 
It could not mobilize its troops for · defense without the Saudis -- who have 
called on other Moslem states for a jihad, a holy war, against · Israel -
knowing where and how the Jewish state was placing its forces and equip
ment. 

This is bad enough. But the AWACS permit ·the sa·udis to do even ·· 
more. These advanced American radar planes (spec_ially modified Boeing 
707 jets with 30-foot long rotating domes, highly-sensitive electronic 
sensors .and communications equipment probably unique in the world) alsc 
can discriminate .among the "targets," or· objects, they "see." 

.. Assume fo r a moment that ~he Israelis find it necessary to send up 
substantial part of their air force, in the event of a struggle. A singl 
AWACS, with its 12 radar systems, could pick up and disti nguish among as 
many as 600. It could provide Israel's enemies with detailed information 
about 240 of them: their size, speed and direction. Thus enemy planes 
and anti-a ircraft dev ices can "home-in" immediately on these Israeli 
planes. Indeed, t he AWACS equipment is so "intelligent" that it could 
instan~an7ously determine the best route for enemy planes to intercept 
Israeli aircraft. 

A major Israeli resource in the balance of military power in the Midd 
East has been the qualitative superiority of much of its arms, and particu· 
larly of its planes. The kind 9f information furnished by the AWACS would 
of course wipe out much of this essenti al margin. · 

AWACS can serve to negate, too, the tactical superiori'ty hitherto 
demonstrated by Israeli pilots. One of the most important factors in past 
Israel-Arab conflicts was the ability of Israeli pilots to fly near ground 
level, so as to elude enemy radar . The AWACS, however, can distinguish be
tween low-flying planes and the background "clutter" that no·rmally shows 
up on radar screens and helps provide cover . 

AWACS "vision" can best be . illustrated, perhaps, with an American 
example. An AWACS over Washington, D.C. wo~ld detect high-flying planes 
as far away as Massachusetts, Michigan, South Carolina and parts of Canada, 
.Tennessee and Ohio. Its radar would a 1 so make known any movement on the 
ground or ih the air · anywhere in the Virginias, Delaware, Maryland, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut and a good part of New York and North 
Caro 1 i na·. 
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Wjth this in mind, one can see how an AWACS plane stationed ove~ the 
Saudi airport of Tabuk, about 220 miles southeast of Jerusalem, for example, 
could easily blanket the entire Israel nation. Far from the battlefields, 
virtually invulnerable given the sensitivity of their radar, AWACS aircraft 
and the information they provide may well decide the fate of future battles. 

Small wonder then, that military experts consider that AWACS multiply 
the offensive strength of an air force by three and its defensive power by 
five. In other words, Saudi Arabia will more than triple its effective air 
power if it gets AWACS from the U.S. 

Compounding this is the United States' proposal -- despite a 1978 pledge 
to Congress that it would not do so -- ·to sell the Saudis equipment that will 
convert their 62 F-15 planes into potent offensive weapons: fuel pods and 
refueling tankers that will give them greater range and powerful Sidewinder 
missiles . Tests have demonstrated that one F-15 on a single mission -- when 
assisted by an AWACS -- can destroy several sophisticated planes sent up 
against it. The AWACS and its abilities are battle-tested: an earlier, less 
sophisticated version introduced in Viet-Nam raised the "kill-ratio" of 
American fighters by a factor of six. 

Selling AWACS to the Saudis means that for the first time, the Arabs 
would have an important edge in surveillance, in any conflict with Israel. 
Israel is equipped with Hawkeye radar planes, which are by no means a match 
for the AWACS aircraft . The latter, moreover, can remain aloft for long 
periods of time; tn U.S . military exercises they often stayed in the air 
for as long as 17 hours at a stretch. 

One must expect th·at if any Arab state goes to war against Israel 
the Saudis will make the AWACS -- or at the least AWACS information -- avail
able to it. Present U.S. plans are to sell five AWACS to Saudi Arabia . This 
means that they will be able to provide round-the-clock coverage. 

AWACS sales to the Saudis will mean that Israel would face a serious 
disadvantage in the future, a disadvantage with tragic potential for the 
vital security of the Jewish state. 

The.worst o~ it_is that neither the risk to American top secrets nor 
to Israel ~ secu~1ty lS at all necessary. AWACS aircraft already circle 
above Saud1 Arab1a at the present time, in defense of that country. 

_But these AWACS eyes in the sky are where they belong, in America's 
best lnterest -- under Ameri can control. 

April 9, 1981 
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AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

STATEMENT ON THE PROPOSED SALE OF WEAPONS TO SAUDI ARABIA 

lhe proposed sale by the Administration of highly sensitive AWACS 
aircraft to Saudi Arabia and of add-on equipment for Saudi Arabia's 
F-15 planes endangers American interests and prospects for peace fo 
the Middle East. 

We are opposed to these sales. We strongly urge the Administra
tion to withdraw its proposals. Should the Administration persist, 
we urge both houses of Congress to vote resolutions of disapproval. 

Developinent of U.S. strategy for countering the threat of Soviet 
expansion in the Middle East and for defense of key Gulf states is 
essential and merits support. Thi s is quite dffferent, however, from 
selling the Saudis advanced wea po.nry such as the Airborne Warning and 
Control Systems aircraft, which will then be outside American control; 
different from giving the Saudis the extra fuel pods, potent Sidewinder 
missiles, fuel tankers and, eventually, bomb racks that transform their 
F-15 planes into ~eapons of attack. · 

To ensure this would not happen, Congress sought and received a spe
cific commitment that no F-15 ado-on equilpment would be furnished when 
it approved the original plane sale to the Saudis in 1978. This commit
ment must be honored. 

The sales now proposed are clearly contrary to American interests: 

* Events in Iran should have taught us the danger of putting sensi
tive weaponry into the hands of undemocratic regimes threatened from within. 
Radical forces already have sought to overthrow the Saudi ruling monarchy. 
Should a future coup succeed, as in Iran. these arms would then be avail
able for use against U.S. forces, directly or indirectly . There is no need 
to take this risk. 

* Furnishing offensive weaponry to States like Saudi Arabia and now, 
in addition, to Iraq, i.s a temptation for them to go to war or extend exist
ing conflicts. Escalating the Middle East arms race in this fashion is to 
increase the likelihood of upheaval in the very area where our goal is 
stabil ity. · 

The surest way to protect American interests in the Gulf area is to 
keep sensit ive weaponry in the hands of the United States. U.S.-manned 
AWACS presently operating in Saudi Arabia are now able to give that country 
advance warning of any attack that may be launched against it. Keeping 
these under U.S. control assures that they cannot be used for any mischie
vous goal. 

The possibility that the Saudis will use its F-15s and AWACS for 
potentially tragic purposes is a real one. Saudi Arabia makes no secret 
of its intentions toward Israe1. At the Taif gathering of Moslem states 
just a few weeks ago i't called for a jihad, a holy war, by Moslems against 
Israel. To give the Saudis AWACS an<fairCraft that can penetrate Israeli 
defenses is to jeopardize Israel's security. The U.S. is pledged to pro
tect Israel 's ba~ic security, not to weaken it. 

Saudi Arabia now repeatedly seeks to dictate terms to the U.S., as a 
condition of its cooperation and fr1endship. That t~e U.S. has an interest 
in Saudi stability is undeniable. That the Saudis have even more need of 
the U.S. if their country is not to fall prey to external threats is like
wise evident. There is good reason to deal with the Saudis on the basis of 
mutual respect and obligation. But the dealing thus far has been very much 
one-s tded. The Saudis set their oil Rrices strictly on a self-profit basis. 
They have impeded, not helped, the Camp David ?rocess. They pay tribute 
money to the PLO and thus help support terrorism the U.S. seeks to check. 
They refuse U.S. bases on Saudi soil. It is time the U.S. made its own 
demands on Saudi Arabia rather than yield to Saudi blackmail. 

The Saudi request for offensive weaponry must be firmly rejected. 

# 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMIITEE Institute. of Human Relations, 165 E. 56 St, New York, N.Y.10022, (212) 751-4000 

The American Jewish Committee, rounded in 1906, is the pioneer human-relations 
agency in the United' States. It protects the c ivil and religious rights of Jews here 
and abroad, and advances the cause of improved human relations lo r a ll people . 

MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NEW YORK, April 22 ••. The following statement, on the proposed sale of arms to 

SAUDI ARABIA, was issued today by Bertram H. Gold, Executive Vice President of the 

American Jewish Committee: 

"The Administration ' s announced decision to sell Saudi Arabia an arms pack-
age including sensitive AWACS surveillance planes, Sidewinder missiles, and F-52 aircraft 
add-on equipment is a serious error. It is harmful to llmerican interests. It works 
to promote war, not peace, in the Middle East. 

"The decision is an error because this sale is so unnec·essary. The defense 
of Saudi Arabia and of Gulf oil lanes is a major American concern. But Saudi Arabia 

_ already is protected by AWACS today, thanks to aircraft under American control; and the 
F-52s already in its possession are amply adequate for its defense purposes . The 

\
proposed sale adds nothing to Saudi defense , and only multiplies the danger that 
sensitive U. S. electronic equipment could fall into unfr iendly hands. 

"The decision is an error because it sends the wrong signals t o the Saudis . The 
Saudis are to get everything they ask for without making a single concession to U. S. 

1 
policy or strategic aims. They refuse to provide the U.S. a base in the country, they 
are not prepared to back the Camp David peace process, and they continue to aid the 
PLO. The only ones who gain in this transaction are the Saudis , at expense to American 
prestige, for the U.S. c l early has yielded to Saudi blaclanail . 

"The decision is an error because it creates a risk to the vital security of 
America 's staunchest ally in the Middle East--Israel. The u .s. is pledged to protect 
this security, not to weaken it. AWACS in Saudi hands mean that every Israeli move is 
wide open to Saudi surveillance and i ntelligence . Add-on equipment for F-lSs means 
these planes can be used to attack Israel. The U.S. should not be putting Israel and 
Middle East peace in such jeopardy. 

"Sound U.S. policy must distinguish between helping defend Saudi Arabia and 
giving it weapons of offense. The proposed sale fails to do so. Both the Senate and 
the House of Representatiyes should vote resounding disapproval." 

Founded in 1906, the American Jewish Co~.mittee is this cotmtry's pioneer human 
relations organization. It combats bigotry, protects the civil and religious rights of 
Jews at home and abroad and seeks improved human relations for all people everywhere. 

4/22/81 
81-960-12!3 
EJP 

Ma~nard I. Wishn:er, President: Howard 1. Fr:er:tman, Chairman. Board of Governors. Theodore £11enof.I. Chau man. National Execuhve Council: Gerard Weinstock. Chairman. Board of Trustees. 

Bertram H. Cold, Executive Vice President 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE Institute of Human Relations, 165 E. 56 St, New York, N.Y. 10022, {212) 751-4000 

The American Jewish Commillee. rounded in 1906, is the pioneer human-relations 
agency in the United States. It protec ts the c ivil and religious rights of Jews here 
and abroad. and adv~nces the cause of improved human relations for all people. 

MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations 

FOR IJ-IMEDIATE ~E 

NEW YORK, April 3 • ••• 'nl.e American Jewish Committee today urged the Reagan 

Administrati.on to withdraw its proposals to sell highly sensitive Awacs planes 

to Saudi Arabia, as well as add-on equipment for F-lSs , declaring that such 

sales would "endanger American interests and prospects for peace in the 

Middle East." 

The AJC also urged both· houses of Congress "to vote resolutions of dis-

approval" should the Administration persist. 

In a statement issued by AJC's National President Maynard I . Wishner, 

the organization pointed out that while .it favored u ,S, strategy to counter 

the threat of Soviet expansion in the Middle East, and defense of key Gulf 

states, "this is quite different from selling the Saudis advanced weaponry ••• 

which .will then be outside American control," or from selling them special 

equipment that will "transform their F-15 planes into weapons of attack." 

The surest 'way tci protect American interests in the Gulf· area "is to keep 

sensitive weaponry in the hands of the United States," Mr. Wishner declared. 

He cited the fact that radical forces a lready have sought to overthrow the 

Saudi ruling monarchy, pointing out that "should a future coup succeed, as in Iran, 

these arms would then be available for use against u. S. forces, directly or in-

directly." 

"There is no need to take this risk,n he continued, given that "U.s.-manned 

Awa.cs :presently operating in Saudi Arabia can give that country advance warning 

1 of any attack that may be launched against it." 

The arms, P10reover, could be used in "potentially tragic" ways against Israel, 
said the ,AJC president., pointl:ng to the. recent Saudi Al;jlbi.a sponsoJ:ed confexence th,at 
called ·.fo:c a jihad," a holy war, against rsrael. "Escal:ating the. Mid.dle· East .arms race 
with these sales," he asserted, would only "increase the likel,i..hood of upheaval in the 
very area where our goal is stability." · 

The full text of Mr . Wishrier•s state!!lent follows: 

Maynard I. Wishner .. President; Howard I. Fr:edm.an, Chairm_an. Board of Governors: Theodore EllenClff, Chairman, National hecutiYe Coun'cil: Gerard Weinstock, Chairman, Board'of Trustees. 

Bertram H. GolCI, bec:ulive Vice P1esident 

Washington Office. B 18 18th St , N.W., Washonglon, D.C. 20006 • Europe hq., 4 Rue de la 8ienla'5ance, 75008 Pa"'· France • lsr•el hq., 9 Elh•opia SI .. Jerusalem, 95149, lsr 

South Amenta hq,, (temporary office) 165 E. 56 St.. New York, N.Y. 10022 Mexico·Cenl!il America·hq., Av. E. National 53 3, Meiico 5, D.f. 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE Institute of Human Relations, 165 E. 56 St., New York, N.Y.10022, Plaza 1-4000 

WHY AWACS AND THEIR TOP SECRET EQUIPMENT MUST REMAIN IN AMERICAN HANDS 

A Foreign Affairs Department Background Memorandum. 

Why does the proposed .U.S. sale. to Saudi Arabia of AWACS -- the 
Aii rborne Warning and Control Systems aircraft - - actually' imperi-1 American 
interests? Why are these planes such a danger to Israel? 

:·Imagine an eye in .the sky that "sees" or senses any plane ·up in the 
ai1r for as much a.s 400 miles · away, the distance · fro(!! New York to Cleveland. 
Imagine, too; that. it could follow the. movement of any tank or 'truck ·o.n 
the ground, or ship at sea, ,within a 300 .mile range. An AWACS plane is 
such an eye, and much mo.re besi.des. 

AWACS incorporate .. several Am'erican to'p-secret electronic and other · 
systems. So careful has the U.S. been· with its AWACS ove·r the years that· 
only now, indeed, are they to be delivered to America's long-time, stable 
NATO allies. Giving them to the Saudis is to take the considerable risk 
that AWACS secr.ets will be compromised, or fall into the hands of U.S. 
enemies. Radi ca 1 Arab forces opposed to the Uni'ted States as an "imperi
alist." power not long ago sought to overthrow th.e feudal, ruling Saudi 
monarchy. And military security in that country is notoriously poor . 
One cannot overlook the possibility, therefore, that American arms will 
be turned against the U.S . 

.. 
That .they will be turned against Israel, when in Saudi possession, 

is. virtually a certainty. Given AWACS capabi1'ities , Israel would not be 
able to mak~: a mo've ~i(hOUt the Saudis immediately knowing all abqut it. ·· 
It could not mobilize ' its troops for defense without the Saudis -- who have 
called on other· Moslem states for a jihad, a holy war, against Israel - 
knowing where and. how the Jewish state was placing its forces and equip-
fllent. -

This is .bad enough. But the AWACS 'permit the Saudis ~o do even 
more. These advanced American radar planes (specially modified Boeing 
707 jets with 30-foot long rotating domes, highly-sensitive electronic 
sensors and communi'cations equipment probably uni que in the world) also 
can discriminate among the ".targets," or objects; they "see." 

Assume for a moment that the Israelis find i t necessary to send up ·a 
substantial part of their a ir force>"iri the event of a struggle. A single 
AWACS, with its 12 radar systems, could pi ck up and distinguish among as 
many as 600 . It could provide Israel •s · enemies with detailed information 
about 240 of them : their size, speed and direction. Thus enemy planes 
and anti-aircraft devices can "home-i n" immediately on these Israeli 
planes . Indeed, the AWACS equipment is so "intell igent" that it could 
instan~an~ously determi ne the best route for enemy p1anes to in.tercept 
Isr ael1 aircraft . 

A major Israeli resource in the bal ance of mil i tary power in the Middle 
East has been the qualitative superiority of much of its arms, and ,particu-
1 a rl y of its pl anes. The kind of i'nforma tion furnished by the AWACS would 
of course wipe out much of this essenti~l margin. 

AWACS can serve to negate, too, the tactical superiority hitherto 
demonstrated by Israeli pilots. One of the most important factors in past 
Israel-Arab conflicts was the ability of Israeli pilots to fly 'near ground· 
level, so as to elude enemy radar. The AWACS, however, can distinguish be
tween low-flying planes and the background "clutter" that normally shows 
up on radar screens and helps provide cover : 

AWACS "visfon" can best be illustrated, perhaps, with an American 
example. An AWACS over Washington, O.C. would detect hig'h-flying planes 
as far away as Massachusetts , Michigan; .South Caro 1 i na and pa'rts of Canada, 
Tennessee and Ohio . Its radar would also make known any movement on the 
ground or in the air anywhere in the Virginias, Delaware, Maryland, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut and a good part of New York and North 
Caro 1 i na. 

. ; ./continued 
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With this in mind, one can see how an AWACS plane stationed over the 
Saudi airport of Tabuk, about 220 miles southeast of Jerusal.em, for example, 
could easily blanket _tl\e entire -Israel nation. Far from the battle.fields, 
virtually invulnerable given· the sensitivi'ty of thei'r radar, AWACS air.craft 
and ~he informatio'n they provide may well decide the. fate· of. fu.ture battles. 

Sma11 wonder then, that military experts consider. that AWACS multiply 
the offensive strength of an air force ~Y three and its ·defensive power by 
five. In other words, Saudi Arabia will more than ·triple its effective air 
power if it gets AWACS from the U.S. 

Compounding this is the Unite~ States' proposal -- despite a 1978 pledge 
to Congress "that it would not ·do so' -- ·to sell the Saudis equipment tha.t will 
convert their 62 F-15 planes. into potent offensive weapons: fuel pods and 
refueling tankers that will give them greater range and powerful Sidewinder 
missiles. Tests have demonstrated that one F-15 on a single missi.on -- when 
assisted by an AWACS -- can destroy severa-1 so.phi·sticated planes sent up 
against it. The AWACS' and its abili.ties are battle-tested: an earlier, less 
sophisticated version introduced in Vi·et-Nam. raised the "kil'l-ra.ti-o" of 
Ameri.can fighters by a foc~or · of six. · 

Selling AWACS to th'e Saud·is means that for the fl.rst ti.me,. the Arabs 
wquld . have an important idge in surveillance, in .any confli.ct with Is~ael. 
Israel· is equipped with Hawkeye radar planes, which are by no means a match 
for the AWACS aircraft .' T-h~ latter, moreover, can rema·in al:c:>ft for long 
perfods of time; fn U.S. mHitary exei-ci.ses they often stayed in. the a.ir ' 
for as long as 17 hours at a- stretch-. · 

. One must expect that if any Arab state goes to war against Israel 
the Saudi·s will make the AWACS· -- or at the least AWACS infarmation -- avail
able to it .. Pr esert U.S. plans ar~ to sell' fi.ve AWACS to Saudi Arabi.a. Jhis 
means that they will be ~ble to provjde' round-the-clock cover·age. 

AWACS sales to the Saudis will mean that Israel would f.aee a serious 
disadvantage in th~ future, a d.i sadvantage wi-th tragic potential for the 
vital security of the Jewish state:·; · 

~ : . 
.... T.he- wor.s.t - o:f.. it · i·s ·that··neith.:er. the :rfsk t-o ·Arnei-ican top·· .~-~t 

to Is a 1 • · . t . • • . . . . . secre s nor 
b 

_rse d~ Asecub:1 Y l~ at all nece~s.ary. ,,AWACS aircraft' already circle 
a ~.ve au i ra la a~ th~ present . t1me~ i.n defense. of that .cou.ntry . 

. But these AWACS eyes_ ,~n the sky !!or~ wh~·re they belong, in America's 
best. rn1;erest -~. u11der Amer1_can co ·n.~rol. l 

1
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Congressman Jack Kemp Leads 100 Memllers of Congress 
I~ Fl-r Debate of the Sale of Miiitary Equipment to Saudi Arabia 

On Tuesday, April 7, 1981, Congressman Jack Kemp joined with Congressman 
Jim Blanchard (D.-Michigan) to lead almost one hundred Members of Congress in 
a Floor discussion of their concerns· over the Administration's proposed sale 
of enhancement equipment for. the F-15 jet fighters sold to Saudi Arabia in 1978. 
Mr. Kemp's opposition to the sale of AWACS and .his serious reservations concerning 
the sale of equipment designed to expand the capabilities of the F-15s are 
shared by increasing numbers of Senators and Congressmen. The following is the 
prepared text of Mr. Kemp's opening address before the House of Representatives: 

"Mr. Speaker: Congress will . soon be asked to consider whether t.he United 
States should sell Saudi' Arabia enhancement equipment for the F-15 jet fighter 
aircraft scheduled for delivery to R1yadh at the erid of this year, and whether . 
we should also sell the Saudis AWACS to c;omplement their capabilities. 

11 I admire and support President Reagan for his commitment to the security 
of Israel and to Camp David and for his finn belief -- which I share -- that 
Israel is first and foremost a strategic asset of the United States. The Israeli 
people could ask for no more loyal friend thary President Reagan. 

"At the same time, I° suppor.t the President's desire to improve our relations 
with Saudi Arabia. The potential exists for our two countries to coordinate our 
efforts to provid.e for the defense of the Persian Gulf area. It is my sincere 
hope that the Unfted States and Saudi Arabia will exploit the ·significant oppor
tunities we have to work together. 

"Thus it is not our purpose: today to suggest that the United States should 
ignore the legitimate defense needs of Saudi Arabia. It is not our purp.ose to 
subvert the relations between our two countri'es. 

11 Rather I want to raise some questions and express my reservations concerning· 
the content and timing of-this sale. 

"In 1978: this .country agreed to provide Saudi Arabia 60 F-15 ai-rcraft. I 
s opposed to that sale because I believed that Saudi Arabia had done nothing to 

emonstrate their support for our security interests. . . 
. . 

"Congress approved the sale but only upon the express representation that . 
the enhancement equipment now contemplated would not be forthcoming. While Saudi 
Arabia now. claims that it never agreed to such a restriction, neither did it protest 
when Harold Brown told the Congr~ss: 

'The aircraft can carry three .external fuel tanks, but the plane .· 
requested ·by Saudi Arabia ~ill not be equipped with special features 
that could give it additional range. Specifically, the planes will 
not have confonnal fuel tanks ... Saudi Arabia has not requested 

l nor do we intend to sell other systems or annaments that would 
. . increase the range or enhance the ground attack capability of the F-15s . 1 

Brown stated that the United States had no intention of selling the Saudf's AWACS 
or Hawkeye in the future. 

\ 

11 And in testimony before the .Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Secretary 



"Now the Administration has proposed to sell confonnal fuel tanks (CFTs) 
to increase the range of the F-l5s. According to the manufacturer McDonnell 
Douglas the addition of conformal fuel tanks to an F-15 flying an air superi
ority mission enhances fts flight radius 79%, extends .the F-15's interdiction 
capability 93%, and improves its loiter cap_ability 65% when under a close .air 
support mission. 

"In Middle Eastern geopolitics, this means that an F-15 with a one-ton 
bomb and two CFTs could take off from a coastal Saudi · air base, run into the 
Israeli heartland, and land at the Saudis' forward airbase of Tabuk on the 
return. Alternatively, an F-15 with three external tanks and no bombs could 
make the same run, flying protective ~over for other Arab attack planes. 

"While the Administration has reportedly deferred a decision on selling 
bomb racks, such racks are fairly simple in design and easily fabricated, as 
are other necessities for ground attack, suggeting that the Saudis could buy 
the needed equipment el sewhere to ·give the F-15 clear ground .attack capability. 

"The AIM-9L Sidewinder missfle proposed for sale is an infrared air-to-air 
missile with an all aspect capability, providing an improved air attack versa
tility over the AIM 9-P-3 missile originally included in the sale. 

"And finally, the Administration has tentatively agreed to provide Saudi. 
Arabi a an early warning and control system -- reportedly AWACS. 

11 AWACS has an air refueling cap ab i 1 ity and would a 11 ow radar survei 11 ance 
of 200 statute miles or mor.e. Should that AWACS be configured with the capacity 
to direct and control interceptor action, the added capability given the Saudi 
F-15s would be fonnidable. · 

"I must say flat out that I am mystified why the United States would give 
1_ the Saudis AWACS. There are already two AWACS in ·saudi Arabia, but they are 

controlled and flown by· U.S. personnel. It seems to me that if there are goi.ng 
to be any more AWACS in the Middle East, they too should be controlled by U.S. 
personnel. 

"It is not my purpose today to turn my back on Saudi Arabia. On the contrary 
I hope that in the future the Saudis will· join the· United States in helping resolve 
those differences and disputes in the Middle East that stand in the way of peace 
and prosperity. , 

"I supported the Camp David accords on that basis and hoped fervently that 
Saudi Arabia and Jordan would have joined the process, despite the.ir misgivings. 
Unfortunately, not only did the Saudis reject the accords, but they attacked Mr. 
Sadat, they attacked Camp David, and joined in a declaration of jihad (holy war) 
agatnst Israel. 

"The crucial question remains: How does the sale of this equipment to 
Saudi Arabia fit into overall U.S . . strategic planning in the Persian Gulf? I 
am concerned, Mr. Speaker, that the timing and content of the proposed sale may 

n overly reflect the legacy of the previous administration, rather than an integral . 
I/ part of a well-considered Reagan policy toward the Persian Gulf. 
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"I believe that two pervasive considerations must govern the deveiopment 

of the Reagan Administration 1 s strategy regarding the Middle East and the 
Persian Gulf. 

- ~, "First, Israel's value as a strategic and reliable dem~cratic asset of the 
United States and the free world is beyond dispute . . For "this . reason our conunitment 
to Israel's security is resolute and unwavering. And let me add I think President 

l Reagan and his administration will be the best friends Israel has ever had. 

· "Second, never before has the threat posed by the Soviet Union to the 
security of the region ·been so starkly apparent as now, when Soviet troops have 
occupied nearby Afghanistan, Soviet. arms supplies enable Iraqi troops to wage 
war on Iran, Soviet bases have been established in Syria and the Horn of Africa, 
and Cuban and East German troops provide support for the communi st government of 
South Yemen . 

"One would think that the Government of Saudi Arabia would be particularly 
apprehensive of these developments. One would think that the Saudis would 
want to coordinate efforts to provide a regional defense against this growing· 
threat. But to date, the Saudis have qiven no indication that they appreciate 
how crucial it is for the security of their· nation to work with the United States 
to defend our mutual security interests. · 

"We thought back in 1978 that agreeing to se1·1 the Saudis the F-1 Ss -- the 
~ most sophisticated American weaponry ever sold an Arab state -- would ·result in 

·µSaudi conmitment to the secur.ity interests we hold in corrunon. Instead we have · 
seen the Saudis time and again act as antagonists, opposing rather than supporting 
our interests. · . · 

. . 

. "The record of the recent past discloses repeated instances whete Saudi Arabia 
has taken positions adverse to the United States. We cannot condone bankrolling 

.~he PLQ's terrorist activities, such as Saudi Arabia has co'nsistently done. We 
. cannotal~TOW'-'·OU·Y:-SeJ.ves-t-o-femai·n vulnera·b"'fe--&a-ri interruption in Oil supply, . 

despite Saudi Arabia's opposition to our intention to build a strategic petroleum ~ · 
li"""-reserve and Saudi threats to reduce oil production as we proceed with those plans . 

We will not be thwarted in our need to project American power into the Persian 
Gulf to protect the vital interests of the West including as necessary the estab

-- 1ishment of American bases in the area, which Saudi Arabia has opposed. We do 
not condone resolutions condemning our attempt to rescue ·our countryment held 

----hostage in Iran, such as that signed by Saudi Arabia in May of last year. And 
the cause of peace and stability is surely not served by Saudi Arabia's irrational 

.-.-opposition to the Camp David process . 

"Thus it is ironic that the Saudis profess to regard the United States' 
willingness to sell them F-15 enhancement equipment a test of the relationship 
between our two countries . What is being tested here, our corrnnitment to Saudi 
Arabia's legitimate defense needs or our willingness to take the path of least 
resistance? I put it to you that the United States may fail that test if we do 
not insist upon reciprocity. 
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. "Political understanding must precede a military buildup. Supplying 
sophisticated weaponry to the Saudis will not induce them to see that we have 
corranon security interests. On the· contrary, we may undennine our own credibi'lity 

J if we appear to be rewarding the Saudis for working against us. 

~ "And let us put to rest the old refrain that if we do not sell them the 
desired equipment somebody else will. 

"Certainly it is possible that if we deny the confonnal fuel tanks and 
advanced missiles, the. Saudis may cancel their order of F-15s and purchase 
substitute capabilities somewhere else. 

"Which leaves us to wonder _.:. so what? 

"The United States is not in the business of anns merchandising. The 
possibility that other markets may exist is not a reason for granting a sale. 
If it were, we would be selling armaments indiscriminately to the highest 
bidder. No; if we elect to sell armaments to Saudi Arabja, we · should do so 

........-because it is in America's interest to bolster Saudi defenses in this manner, 
and not because we are afraid of losing the sale to someone else. 

11A sale of sophisticated weaponry is fundamentally a political act, 
~~signifying that we have determined that the action is in furtherance of our 
· national security interests. That is the only criterion upon which this 

proposed· sale should ·be e~aluated. · 

"On that basis, Mr. Speaker, I am ,,,oppost!d .to~he sale of AHACS to Saudi 
~-Arabia. Beyond that, l believe that the burden.· of proof ·is on .the Saudis to . 
~9emmnstrate w~y , the United States· shoul_d want.to ·bolster Saudi military capability 
- : ~through the sale of F-l5 enhancement· equipment. Until Saudi Arabia is prepared 

I
to give a clear demonstration of their commitment to peace and to our mutual 

·\ security interests, until we are satisfied that the armaments we supply will be 
/- dedicated to regional defense and not to an anti-Israeli offe~sive, we should 

be in no hurry to consurranate any sale. 11 ~ 
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CA THOLlC JHEOLOGICAL. UNION 5401 SOUTH CORNELL A \"E., CHICAGO, IU.INOIS 60615 TELEPHONt (312) 324-8000 

Cttflce of the M.A. Dlnctor 

Archbishop Pio Laghi 
Apostolic Delegate 
JJ39 Massachusetts Ave. , NV¥ 
Washington , DC 20008 .... 

Dear Archbishop Laghi: 

13 April 1981 

I write to express my deep concern about the recent meeting 
of the Vatican and. the PLO. It is certainly my v.iew that 
our church need.E to be attentive to the rights of the Pales
tinian people . But i n light of the numerous public calls 
for Israel 's annihilation by the PLO· I fear that our church 
leadership is acting in an i rresp9nsible fashion towards the 
survivors of Auschwitz and. the other Jews who have built 
the State by giving such public recognition to the PLO for · 
whom terrorism ~as been a central tool. 
I am especially di sturbed by two aspects surrounding this 
recent meeting. The f~rst is the press conference held by 
Mr. Fq.rouk Kadoumi of the PLO immediately following the ses
sion. Whi le I recogr.ize that this was not an officially 
sanctioned session in which the Vatican took part, Mr. Kadoumi's 
remarks about a coalesence between PLO and Vatican views on the 
Middle East will remain open to misinterpretation unless th~ 
Vatican publicly disassociates itself from this position which 
runs counter to previous Vatic~n statements. I would urge you 
to press Rome for such a declaration. 
Secondly, I would ask that you co;nmunicate to Rome the growing: 
revulsion of those ci>f us in the interrel'igious:'..dialogue about 
the increasingly public role of Archbishop Hilaripn Capucci. 
First Iran, now the Vatican-PLO meeting. His participation in 
these activities appears a direct violation of the · conditions 

. \ 
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13 April 1981 

attached to his release from prison. The Vatican will suffer signi
ficant erosion of its status if it allows Archbishop Capucci t o con
tinue to break the terms the Vatican formally accepted for his free
dom in negotiat i'ons. with the Israeli government, In addition, his 
continuing activity will injure the developing, productive relation
ships which Catholics and Jews have established s'ince the II Vatican 
Council. 
I thank you for your kind consideration of my vi~ws. I trust you 
will share them with the competent persons at the Vatican. 
Warmest· greetings for the Easter season . 

~~~n.cer~-Wm~e__ tY,J~. . 
~) John T • . Pawlikowiki, OSM, Ph.D 
Professor 
Member, Advisory Committee, Secretariat 
for Catholic-Jewish Relations, NCCB 

cc. Fr. Jorge Mejia, v·atican Commission on Religious Relations with Jews 
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to Msnbers of the Fore:j..gn Affairs Cannission 
Steering Cannittee . 

from . . 
. Ri. ta Hauser 

eubJect . 

You will, I believe, be interested in this 
report on Jewish life in Lebanon by AJC's 
Europe~ Representative Nives Fax, whiCh 
describes the situation there prior to the 
rrost recent outbreak of ·fighting. 

Mrs. Fax has reported, too, that the u.s. Consulate 
in Beirut maintains excellent contact with the 
Jewish camunity leadership, a:rrl "one carmot 
overesti.nate,." she writes, "the trerendous feeling 
of security. this gives the J0\15 in Beirut." 

RH/el 

81-550-22 

:J 
IL 
I: 
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NATIONAL JEWISH COMMUNITY RELATIONS ADVISORY COUNCIL 

443 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10016 • 684-6950 

April 17, 19~1 

Memo 
TO Albert D. Chemin 

FROM: Charney V. Bromberg 

RE Meeting of Interreligious Specialists on Saudi Arms Sale 

In accordance with our assignments on the Saudi arms issue, I yesterday 
convened a meeting of national agency. interreligious specialists to enlist the 
support of leading church personalities. 

Invited and attending were A. James Rudin of the American Jewish Committee, 
Michael Wyshograd of the American Jewish Congress., Ted Freedman of the ADL and Linda 
Cahn of the Presidents Conference . 

The participants agreed that the range of respons-es from the individuals 
mentioned below would be broad: few could be expected to -.speak out on behalf of their 
organizations o·r denominations; on the other hand, most of those speaking out publicly 
as individuals would have as great an impact-as if they were speaking for their church 
bodies because of their personal stature. It -was also agreed that priority should be 
given to seeking their public or private communication with the President and me~bers 
of Congress. 

There was al-so agreement that positive responses could be expecte"d at the 
"grass roots" level through community contact with c1.ergy. All participanting agencies 
will encourage this activity among their constituencies. 

The following are the names of organizations and individual figures of nation~! 
statute to be contacted by the agency or individual mentioned. 

The National Christian Leadership Conference for Israel (NCLCI) has begun to 
congeal as the principle Christian body working on Israel's behalf under the leadership 
of F~anklin Littel and Bill Harder, and the directorship of Isaac Rotenberg. The NCLCI 
can be expected to have broad outreach to the Christian community including Catholics, 
Protestants and Evangelicals. AJCommit.tee said it would make contact with NCLCI. 

Catholics 

The American Jewish Committee will draft a letter on behalf of itself, The ADL, 
The Union of American Hebrew Congregations and The Synagogue Council (as the agencies 
with an ongoing working relationship) to Bishop John Roach, President of the National 
Conference of Catholic Bishops. Individual Catholic leaders to be contacted are: 

./.2 
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Bishop McGoverell. (Brooklyn) - Michael Wyshograd 

Cardinal Terrenc·e Cooke - Ted Freedman 

Archbishop Quinn - Jim Rudin 

Father Hesburgh of Notre Daime - Jim Rudin 

Msgr . George Higgins - Jim Rudin 

Msgr. Ed Flannery - Jim Rudin 

Brian Hare and Gino Baroni - were also mentioned and contacts will be 
determined. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Mainline Protestants 

The subcommittee agreed mainline Protestants would best be approached 
denominationally and not through the National Council of Churches. Among the 
individual contacts, AJCommittee will make are Christo£ Stendahl and Bishop 
Burt of Cleveland. 

* * * * * *- * * * * 
Evangelicals 

Jerry Falwell: AJCommittee 

Bailey Smith : ADL 

Pat Robertson: ADL 

Arnold Olson AJCommittee 

Billy Graham AJCommittee 

CVB:nl 
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THE DEBATE ON U.S. ARMS 
FOR SAUDI ARABIA 

A SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS 

FOR AND AGAINST THE SALE 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 
1 65 East 56th Street 

New Yo r k, New York 10022 



U.S. STRATEGIC GOALS 

FOR 

1 The U.S. goal is to contain Soviet 
expansionism in the Middle East. Recent 
Soviet advances ·.- · specifically i'n South · 
Yemen and Ethiopia -- make . it imperative 
t~ build up Saudi Arabia's defen~e 
capabilities. · 

... 
2 . The sale of advanced U.'S. weaponry · to 
the Saudis is .regarded as the first step 
in the developing U.S. $trategy to defend 
American interests in the region. Other 
elements would include the Rapid Deployment 
Force, and bases anq facilities for U.5'. · " 
men and ~ateriel; · The long~term ~im is a· 
permanent U.S . military presence to deter 
Soviet adventu·rism. " 

3 The equipment ~ould constitute a de 
facto base in Saudi Arabia. The sale"""Of 
sop~i sti cated weaponry, and .especia 11 y t~e 
st~ffoning of AW~GS in ·saudi ~rabia .-- all 
of which ~ould require a U.S. pr~sence f6r 
tr~in·ing, opera.tio~ ·and ·ma·i.n.tenance : .. ". . · 
would ' be the .equivalent of prepositioneq 
equ.ipment for. U.S.' "us'e in a.n, emergency. · · . . . . ~ : 

4 Saudi Arabia woul.d not have c;anplete 
control over u.se of this equipment. 
Through con'tro l over access to spare p'arts, 
as well "as the lag time in · delivery of the 
equipment, the U.S . could effectively 
limit Saudi use of the arms and prevent 
their use against Isr~el. 

5 Guaranteeing a steady supply of Persian 
. Gulf o i1 to the West is a· prfmary ~trat.e
gic conc.ern of U.S. poli~y,. · The U.S .. 
imports nearly a quarter of its oil · frqm 
Saudi Arabia while· Aneriq1's allie.s '.in · 
Western Europ.e and Japa.n· are eveh more 

·~· .. : ."" 
; . 

AGAINST 

1 AWACS and F-15s in Saudi hands would 
not ~e a. cr.ec.tible deterrent to Soviet . 
expansionism. The Saudi armed· forces are 
too ·snfall ~·nd too weak; no matte.r how 
advance~ : th~ ~eaponry, to withstand a 
Soviet ·thrust. · 

2 Thus far the Administration has not 
proved that the sale advances American-
objectives in the region , The Saudis 
have . r.eje<;~ed the U.S. con~ept of a 
''.st.rat.egic consensus" against th.e Soviet 
Uri·iqn'. · Tiley ·cat.eg.orica·Hy r.efuse tc:i con.-· 
sider grantin.g the U.S. facil,ities in 
ttieir.' country: thus · it appears that .Saudi 
strat~git aims do not coincid~ with thosJ 
of· the U.S. · -

3 B~cause ·the Saudis oppose any ·offic i a 1 
U.S. military presence, the U.S. has no . 
reason to believe we could use or control 
the · eq~i Pni.~n.t we sel.l to sa:udi Ar·abi'~'. · 
secret~ry iof St'ate Haig ha~" admitted . t'J 
the .. ~~na~.~· ·Fore1 gn R·~.lati oris C'anmitt~e·. 
tn~,t ~~ h~v'e .. ~d s~udi. assurant'e.s ·that-:we 
would ' l:ie .. ·able to use the so-called pre-: .. 
positioned shield even in the event of · . 
Soviet attack. 

4 Once the weapons have been sold, the 
U.S. has little or no control over them, 

A change in the Saudi regime cannot be 
ruled out. · If it occurs , secret U.S. 
weapons would once ~gain fall into un-
fl". i erid.1.Y h~ n~s ~ · 

. . 
" 

5 Defenise of the Persi'an: Gulf is best 
1 eft lo ttie ·u. s. · a!lif its Eu.ropean a 1.1 i es . 
Th~ · experj epce l n Iran- has . sho!Hn th.e folly 
of making: .. any ·sing.le country a regional 
policell,lani.· '· S~l.e. of ·F:.. .15 add'-·on equi:p1J1ent 
and AWACS to the Saudis wo~ld not guarantee 



FOR 

dependent on this source. The sale would 
provide equipment to help keep the Straits 
of Hormuz open and assure access to 
Persian Gulf oil. 

6 Unless the U.S. sells thfs equ1J111ent 
to enable Saudi Arabia to defend itself, 
the U.S. will have to station American 
forces in the region to protect the oil
fields. 

- 2 -

7 Saudi Arabia is pro-American, anti
Soviet and moderate. The Saudis have made 
the sale a "litmus test" of U.S . fr1end
shi p and sincerity, and cons;der it r.ecog
nition of the importance of the House of 
Saud . 

8 Refusal to grant the Saudi request for 
advanced weaponry would be regarded as an 
affront. It would damage the Soud1s' pres
tige both at homP and in the Arab world, 
and possibly drive them into the Soviet 
camp. 

9 The U.S. must build up Saudi defenses 
because of the significant changes in the 
overall situation in the region. The 
Iranian Revolution, the Soviet invasion 
of Afghanistan, the Iran-Iraq war have 
necessitated a review Qf the Carter 
Administration's ccrnmitments to 
Congress in 1978 wit~ regard ~o Saudi 
arms sales. · 

AGAINST , .. 

a steady supply of oil to the West. 

6 U.S. troops ~nd military advisers 
would be stationed in Saudi Arabia to 
teach personne 1 how to use the equipment. 
There are already 1 ,000 U.S. advisers and 
technicians in the country..,, aside from 500 
who maintain the four AWACS loaned to 
Saudi Ar&bia at the outbreak. of the Iran
.Iraq war. . 

7 The U.S. cannot allow Saudi Arabia to 
dictate policy; Saudi and U.S. interests 
are .. not all identical and may conflict. 

The record does not support the claim 
that the Sa_udis are moderate. Saudi pol i
cies will continue to be determined by 
Saudi interests regardless of what the 
U.S. does, 

8 .. To a.gree to sel 1 arms to the Saudis 
simply because they want them would 
damage rather than enhance U.S. prestige .' 
In the past .the U.S. has appeared to be a 
supplicant for Saudi favors, particularly 
with regard to oil. The U.S. must begin 
to deal with the Saudis on the basis of 
mutual interest and respect and not give 
in to blackmail. 

Th~ Saudis are staunchly anti
communist for their own reasons and would 
not turn to the Soviet Union for weapons 
or poiitical support. 

9 The changed strategic situation re
quires an enhanced U.S. presence in the 
region, which is now being developed. 
Pouring advan~ed weapons into a country 
with an unstab 1 e r~'gime is not the way 
to confront the new situation. Abandon
ment of the 1978 commitment to provide no 
offens~ve weapons to Saudi Arabia would 
raise serious questions a·bout the ~redi
bility of U.S. assurances. We appear to 
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10 Saudi Ara.bi a ca~not be compared with 
Iran. Its government is stable arid .has 
maintained the loyalty· of its citizens. 
Th·e .u. S. need.· not be_ ~oncerned about," .:the 
safety of weapons in the. country. 

. - 3 

11 The Soviet Union is pouring fil:.!!1i into. 
the Middle East. To protect ·our vita 1 
interests, we must match t_hem wit.~ Western 
anns. 

AGAINST 

be sac.ri:ficing long-term goal~ (stability 
in the region) for .. short-term expediency 
(placating the Saudis}, which .serves only 
to .undermine confidence i ri the U.S.· 

10 · The U.S. cann6t . af~ord · to'· ignore the 
lessons of .Iran. Sensitive equipment 
(F-14s· and Phoenix missiles} was compro
mised, "secure" American bases were over
run and American lives endangered. In 
formulating policy, the U.S. must take 
into account the threats to Saudi stability. 

11 The sale would intens·ify an already 
dangerous arms race in an already unstable 
region. It would increase the likelihood 
of upheaval where our goal · is stability. 
Saudi militar.y spending, running at the 
rate of $20.7 billion per year, is in~ 
creasing, along with that of other Middle 
East states. Greater availability of 
sophisticated arms carries with it a 

. greater risk that they wi l1 be u~ed. . .. . . . . . 

SAUDi DEFENSE NEEDS. 

. . 
l Saudi ·Arabia need.s advanced ·weaponry 
to protect its el .f from hostile neighbors. 
The Saudis feel they .are surround.ed . by 
.states whi ch have the capability --· and 
possible the desire -~ to attack: the 

. radical A~ab regimes -- . Iraq, Syria ~nd 
South Yemen, all alJi~s of the USSR -
as well as israel, "revolutionary Iran 
anq Egyp~ . 

2 Saudi Arabia needs to improve. its . 
ability to· counter possible subversion at 
·home. Since the 1979 atta.c·k on .the Grand 
Mosque in ~ecca and the Shi .'ite riots · after 
the •Iranian· re.volution, Saudi Arabia has 
been concerned about the ability Of its . 
anned forces to cope with future 'inci:dents. 

1 Whatever the threats from its neighbors, 
the arms package now proposed is too 
sophisticated to . provide proper defenses 
for the Saudis. Furthermore, the AWACS 
alr~ady on loan provide S~udi Arabia 
with the necessary surveillance 
ca pa bil ity ~ 

2 F-15s and AWACS are of no value against 
i nterna 1 SU bv ers ion . · Their acquisition may 
even contribute to ~estabilizing the . 
Saudi regime . Events in Iran have demon
strated the danger of putting sensitive 
weaponry· into the hands of unstable, un
democratic regimes threatened .from within. 
The 1979 .seizure of the Grand Mosque in 
Mecca showed that Saudi Arabia ~as not so 
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FOR 

3 The Saudis have assured the U.S. that 
they want the weapons only for defense. 
They feel their aging equipment makes 
them vulnerable. 

AGAINST 

stable as it appeared, While the monarchy 
today appears to retain the confidence of 
itscitizens, a change cannot be ruled out. 

3 The Saudi military cannot absorb the 
vast quantities of sophisti~ated weapons 
already on order from the U.S., West 
Germany, France and Britain. The armed 
forces ·are too small and trained manpower 
is scarce. Is the U.S. prepared to 
sanction use of Pakistani mercenaries to 
fight on the Saudis' behalf with U.S.
made weapons? 

Extra fu'el pods, missiles, fuel tankers, 
bomb racks ·and AWACS would transform the 
F-15s into weapons~f ·attack. 

U.S.-SAUDI RELATIONS 

l Saudi Arabia considers this equipment 
tangible proof of the U.S. commitment to 
its security. The sale would restore 
Saudi confidence that was eroded by U.S. 
treatment of the Shah. 

2 If the Saudis are not satisfied that 
we are a reliable friend, they may cut 
their oil production. They now prodUCe 
more than they need to as a favor to the 
U.S. and the West . 

l It is not clear what th~ U.S. will get 
from Saudi Arabia in return for this com
mitment . In 1978, when the F-15s were 
sold, it was argued that the Saudis would 
reciprocate by supporting U.S. policies 
in the Middle East. They have not done so. 
If the Saudis see this sal~ as a litmus 
test .of American commjtment, .wha!_j~~ 
~est of · Saudi commitment? 

2 To expect (or assume) a quid guo pro 
on oil price or supply for arms is un
realistic and mistaken. The record shows 
that the Saudis determine oil price and 
production policies according to their 
own economic interests. There is evidence 
that they could not cut production too 
much without hurting their economy . When 
they ·maintain high pr.oduction levels, it 
is to exert pressure on other producers 

·as well as to make money and not to do · 
the U.S. a favor. The sale of advanced 
weaponry will not ensure future Saudi 
moderation in either oil pricing or pro
duction. 
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0 . . 
3 If we dqn't sell them, arm~, . the Saudis 
will ·turn elsewhere -- to France and West 
Germany. It is in the U.S. int~rest .to 
becane th.e Saudis' · pri~cipal arms supplier 
and thus exert some influence over the 
deployment. and use of these weapons ... 

4 The U.S. must maintain good relations 
with the Saudis for economic as well as 
strategic reasons. Besides oil, U.S. firms 

• do billions of dollars of business with 
the Saudis every ye~r. We must continue ·. 
to recyele. the J>etrodollars into the U.S. 

AGAINST 

3 There.is _nothing to prevent the Saudis' 
buyi'ng .arins elsewhere even after they 
acqui're U.S. weapons. "They have signed 
an arms contract with France and are seek
ing others with Britain and West Germany. 
These purchases will probably go through 
regardless of whether the U.S. sells the 
F-15 ·add-ons and AWACS. 

. These sophisticated weapons are avail
abl~ only fran the U,S.; neither our NATO 
allies nor the USSR has anything canparable. 
If the Saudis have their heart set on · 
these weapons, they cannot buy them any
\t!here else. 

4 These economic relations will continue 
whether ?r not the sale is approved. The 
Saudis . need U.S. · technology and expertise. 
With 45,ooo Pmericans working in their 
c oontry, the SaudiS would not risk rup
turing .relations with the ·U,S, 

IS RAE~ 

1 F-15 aQd-on equipment and MIACS are 
not a threat to Israel. The Administration 
has given Israel irqn:clad security gu~ran
tees as well as promises of econanic· and 
military aid that would offset any advan
tage on the Arab side. 

' 2 The sa 1 e would not upset the balance 
·of power between Israel and .the Arab 'states. 
Israel is still t~e st~ongest militafy . · 
power in the region .-

1 Thi·s equipment poses a grave dan'ger 
to Israel's security, which the U.S. has 
pledged to protect. The Saudis have not 
explicitly rec9gnized Israel's right to 
exist, and have fought . against Israel 
three times in the past 33 years. Just a 
few weeks ago, Saudi Arabia called again 
for a jihad against Israel. That the 
Saudis will use their F-15s and AWACS 
directly or lend them ·to another state to 
use against Israel is a ·real p~ssibility. 

2 The AWACS would, for the first .time, 
give the Arabs a qualitative advantage 
over Israel, which would radically alter 
the balance of power. AWACS far surpass 
any equipment in Israel's arsenal . In 
addition, F-.15 add-ons would severely 
undermine Israel's air superiority and 
enable Saudi Arabia to hit ~ny Israeli 
target from bases located deep in their 
own country. 
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3 According to U.S. law, the Saudis could 
not trans fa" the weapons to a third party~ 

4 The U.S. cannot allow a foreign country 
Israel -- or danestic pressure groups to 

dictate U.S. policies in the Middle East. 

After the sale, operation of AWACS in 
Saudi Arabia will be in American hands. 
American specialists and technicians are 
already manning the four AWACS now in Saudi 
Arabia, and will remain there. 

2 The Administration understands that 
the Saudis will use the AWACS to protect 
the oilfields, and not against Israel . 

... 
AGAINST 

3 .. Once the weapons are in Saudi hands, 
the U.S, cannot assure that they will not 
be transferred to or shared with other 
states. The Saudis have participated in 
joint training ·maneuvers with Syria and 
Jordan, and may have transferred U.S. weap
ons to Soviet-supplied Iraq for use against 
Iran. 

AWACS 

4 The U.S. must determine its policies 
according to its own interests. Israel 
is an acknowledged strategic ally of the 
U.S. and the only stable democracy in the 
Middle East . 

Caving in to the Saudis on AWACS and 
F-15 add-ons amounts to appeasement. 

.. 

1 To sell this ultra-sophisticated 
equipment to Saudi Arabia is to risk that 
AWACS secrets will be compromised or fall 
into enemy hands. Internal Saudi security 
is lax; Saudi stability is questionable . . .. 

Increasing the number of American 
military advisers in Saudi Arabia -- now 
between 1,000 and 1,500 -- increases the 
danger of .~_e!'iE~.!!_.2!.lY_9l_y ~_ment in regional 
conflict. 

2 Once AWACS are sold, the U.S. has no 
control over their use. Saudi A~iACS wil 1 
endanger the security of Israel. All of 
Israel -- its airfields, aircraft and 
defense systems -- will be exposed to the 
"sight" of AW~CS from well within Arab 
air space. · 

AWACS in Saudi Arabi a wou·l d seriously 
erode the technological superiority upon 
which Israel depends for its security. 
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FOR 

3 The Saudis cannot operate AWACS with
out American help. The U.S. would not 
allow the system to be used against Israel, 
and the Saudis know it. 

4 AWACS in Saudi Arabia would enable the 
U.S. to keep an electronic watch over 
developments in fhe .. Persia-n Gulf. 

5 The AWACS will not be equipped with 
the ~ost secret electronic devices. 

6 AWACS in Saudi Arabia wou1d enhance 
the defense capability of the kingdom. 

Apd 1 2 l , l 981 
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AGAINST 

J The U.S . guarantee will amount to 
nothing if t ~~ ~a.u~t .G.~_y.ernm.~.f'.I~ --~.t!.a nge~ 
Furthermore, the present Saudi rulers have 
declared that, "All we own is at the dis
posal of the Arab nations and will be used · 
..• against. the canmon enemy." 
{Cited in ~he Congressional Record, May 
15, 1978.) 

4 AWACS already in Saudi Arabia -- on 
loa~ on a temporary basis since October 
1980 and in U.S. hands -- provide the U.S. 
with the intelligence data it requires. 

5 It is highly unlikely that the Saudis 
would accept anythin9_.: less than fully
enhanced and equTp"ped AWACS. 

6 The F-15/AWACS combination is an 
offensive not defensive system. With 
AWACS from the U.S. Sa~di Arabia would 
more than tripl~ its effe~tive air 
power. 



12 QUESTIONS ON_. U.S. ARMS PACKAGE . FOR SAUDI. ARABIA 

1, Q, What ~ilitary supplies does the U,S , now propose to sell to 
Saudi Arabia? 

A, The. package includes 1, 000 "Sidewinder~· miss:Il.les, . long-range 
fueling tanks, 7 aerial refueling tankers far · the 62 F-i5 jet 

fighters to 'be delivered next year, and five AV..VACS .(Airborne · 
WarniQg arid. Contr_ol System) planes, the most .sophisticated .. 
reconnaissance aircraft in · the world. Als·o, .l:lJ.nder· consider at ion 
are 10,000 TOW anti .,... tank missiles, multiple e jj ection boinb racks, 
ground radar stat~ons, and M-1. tanks. 

.. :i; 
2". Q, Would F.,...15 add.,.-.ons and AWACS deter. a Soviet z .. ttack on . Saudi 

Arabia? 

A, NO, The Saudi armed forces ·, no ma:tt·er.- pew.. advanced. the 
wea·ponry at thei:r disposal 1 are too small and too weak to · 
withstand a Soviet attack. The Sau~is would hav~ to rely on 
the U, S, to protec_t the·m, as both they· a.nd we· are well aware. 

3, Q~ ·Doesn't the sale serve the tr,s, national in~erest by 
protecting ihe Persia~ Gulf? 

A, NO, Saudi Arabia alone is incapable of serv~ng as the 
poli~eman in th.e .G41f area, . W~ Ga;nnot . rely e::in .. the Saudis 
to counter a th'rea t .to the West· s 611 °lif·ei f:rri-e. 

Moreover 1 by turning our most sqphisticated·· vneaponry over to · 
. th.e .Saudis we ;risk that its technology ·will .be revealed to 
others ..... :.,... through defection of personnel, . the :di version 
of training manuals, through Soviet · intei~igence activity, 
or by accident. This wbuld damage . ~ather than . protect U.S; 
national security. ·· 

.-....... 

4 . . Q. Would the sale bring the Saudis closer to ~erican policy 
in the Middle East? 

A. NO. They have not and will not move closer to American 
positions on the granting of military bases .. or 'oil policy, . 
or the .Middle ·E;ast peace process. Saudi policy will continue 
to be determined by Saudi interests, regardless of what . th·e . 
·u.s .. does, ·and their i ·ntere$ts are .not · the · same as ours. 

5. ~. Would . th~ sale ~nsure . peace and stability in the Middle 
East? 

A. NO. It would intensify a dangerous arms race in ·an 
already ·unstable region, · a.nd would . . increase the likelihood 

... :: : of upheaval in the very area. where w.e rieed." s~ability . ~·· ·. ·. · . .. ,;_.· 
,-· ~· .·:·· . _: Arm~ sales ... a+.e no . substitute for diD.lomac.y-! .•. - : ,. ·: . : .. : . .": ·"' >:~,:-~· ~~· .·: /.:·~ .. . 

. · ··.· 
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6. Q. Is the sale a threat to Israel's security? 

A. "YES. It would give the Arabs a qu~litative advantage over 
Israel, thus radically altering th~- balance of power in 
tbe area. 

Add-on equipment significantly enhances the range and fire
power of F-15s, so that they could :reach Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, 
Haif~ · and ·other heavi.ly populated parts of Israel. Used 
together with enhaneed F-15 1 s, the ultra-sophisticated AWACS 
wou.ld seriously erode the technological superiority on which. 
Israel depends for its security. 

· 7. Q. Wouldn 1 t the presence· o:t Amer,·i-can'· technicians -- necessary 
to the Saudis' operation and· maintenarr.ce of the equipment -
eliminate the risk ~o Israel? 

A. NO. The~e technicians would service the weapons and train 
personnel to use them, but effective control of their 
deployment w6tild be in. Saudi .hands . . . Saudi. Arabia: has 

· pledged to wage a jihad (holy -war) agairis.t Israel, and 
declared that all its forces will be at the .disposal of the 
Arab· states in th~s· fight. · 

8. Q'. . ·Don't we have to sell these arms to the ·saudis because · we · 
"iieed their oi 1? . 

A. NO. Saudi oil production and price policies are not, 
despite Saud.i claims, . a political favor to the . West~ ~hey 
are determined by Saud·f economiq self-interest. · Tbus, arms 
sales have little or no. effect on the supply or price of .oil 
to the ·u.s. 

--·· .... 
9. Q. What would happ~n to· our oil supply ff we do not release 

. the weapons? 
. . 

A.· The · Saudis will not 6ut p~oduction in o~der to punish the 
. U.S. , since they maintain high product iqn ·1eve ls to serve 
t~eir purposes, at home and witfiin OPEC. •e must not allow 
ourselves to be blackmailed with empty tJJ.reats. 

10. Q. Will the Saudis buy elsewhere _ if we do not ·sell thepi arms? 

.-

P..... .. They alread.y plan to buy weapons from France, West · Germany . 
. a.nd Britain, and will · do ·so regardless of what we sell · 
them.-

; .. 
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11°'. Q. ·Did the Carter Administration promise .in. 1978 not to sell 
F-15 add-on equipment to Saudi Arabia? · 

A. YES. CongrE;:ss. approv.ed the sale of p.::1ss to Saudi Arabia 
in 1978 on condi t -ion that th·ey carry _only defensive 
equipment. Carter's Secretary ~f D~tense, Harold Brown, 
promised Congress specifically that . the planes . would not 
hav_e FAST-pack_s, . air-refueling tankers. bomb · racks -- in 
short, the equipment :now being. proposed for sale. · This ·sal.e 
would -not only. v~olate U.S. assurances to Cdngress and to 
Israel, but undermine .confidence in all -American commi:tments. 

12. Q. The Saudfs regard the sale as a test of Americ~n friendship . 
and good will . . Must we· go along· in order to maintain · friendly . . 
relations? 

A. NO . This is n·ot the first time the Saudis have tested our 
friendship, nor will it be the last~ The U.S. has repeatedly 
acceded to Saudi ·wishei and got nothing in return. The · 
Saudis have impeded, not helped, the Camp David .peace process. 
They pay tribute money to the PLO: · They refuse to permit 

SPP/ls . 
4/21/81 

U.S. bases 0n their soil. It is time we made our own demands 
and st_opped letting Saudi Arabia dictate policy to us. 
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THE PETROLEUM CRISIS, SAUDI ARABIA AND U.S . FOREIGN POLICY 

The decision of the Reagan Administration to sell Saudi Arabia advanced 
equipment to enhance the effectiveness of its U.S.-supplied F-15 war
planes once again puts center stage the petrol~um question, Saudi · 
Arabia and U.S. Foreign Policy. The issues are not new; the pattern 
recurs with monotonous regularity: In 1976, the Ford Administration 
agrees to sell Saudi Arabia advanced tow and sidewinder missiles. 
Congressional opposition develops, Newspaper stories, quoting anony
mous sources high in the Administration and Saudi Arabian officials, 
warn of the dire consequences to the West of a failure to sell the 
weapons. The sale is depicted as a "test" of American fidelity to 
its friends, the moderates in the Persian Gulf; reservations are 
expressed in the Congress and then fo.rgotten. The sale is consurronated . 

Two years later, with a new Administration in Washington, the pattern 
is repeated . This time the Saudis want the F-15 fighter aircraft, 
the most advanced warplane in the American inventory. The arguments· 
are the same as in 1976. No attempt is made to relate the weapon to 
the perceived threat; rather, the sale is justified on political 
grou·nds. · The U.S. must show its support for Saudi Arabia; if it does 
not, the Saudis may unsheath the "oil weapon." The F-15's are sold . 
The Secretary of Defense assures Congress that there is no intention 
to arm the aircraft with additional fuel tanks and air-to-air refueling 

· capacity (which will ·bring the aircraft within flying range of Israel), 
advanced air-to-air missiles or additional bomb racks. 

. . 
And again, on January 30, 1981, The Wall Street Journal reports that 
the Saudi Oil Minister, Sheik Ahmed· Zaki Yamani, "delivered a chilling 
message to the new Reagan Administration: the Saudis are prepared 
to use their massive oil reserves as a weapon in a new Islamic jihad, 
or holy war, to recover Arab lands captured by Israel." As a test of 
U.S. intentions, says the Journal, "the Saudi.s are anxiously waiting . 
to see whether the Reagan Administration will .supply .bomb racks and 
other parts for the F-15 fighter bombers the Saudis have purchased 
from the U.S. Failure to supply such parts would convince the Saudis 
that Mr. Reagan is bowing to Israeli pressure against the weapons 
deal." 

Predictably, the Reagan Administration agrees to sell the Saudis 
most of the advanced weaponry which Secretary of Defense Brown, in 
1978, had disclaimed ·any intention of selling . 

In explaining the Congressional approval of the ·F-15 .sale in 1978, 
Senator John Stennis, then Chairman of the Armed Services Committee, 
summed up Congressional sentiment in one word: "OIL. 11 Specifically, 
there are three aspects to the Saudi Arabian "oil weapon": 

(a) the threat that Saudi Arabia will impose an embargo 
on oil shipments to the United States or its allies, 
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a threat given credibi1ity by the 1973 Arab oil embargo 
of the United States and the Netherlands because of their 
support of Israel in the 1973 Yorn Kippur War; 

{b) fear that Saudi Arabia will cut back oil production sub
stantially from its present levels of 10.0 million barrels 
per day (MBO), thus creating a supply shortage and leading 
to a massive increase in the international price of crude 
oil; 

{c) fear that Saudi Arabia will not increase maximum sustainable 
production capacity, so as to obviate future supply 
shortages. 

Each of these propositions, however, should be approached with reserva
tions. 

The Arab Oil Embargo of 1973 

The popular impression in the United States and elsewhere is that 
there would have been no interruption in the supply of Saudi Arabian 
oil in 1973 had there· been no Yorn Kippur War and no U.S. resupply of 
Israel. But this is not true. There is strong evidence that even if 
there had been no war, Saudi Arabia would have had· to "shut in" nearly 

. 40 percent of its production for purely technical reasons. 

To understand why this was so, one has to understand the oil supply 
situation prevailing at the time. Saudi oil was produced by the Arabian 
American Oil Company (Aramco}, a Delaware corporation owned by Exxon, 
Texaco, Standard Oil Company of California (Socal), each of which owned 
30 percent yf the shares of Aramco, and Mobil, which owned the remaining 
10 perc~nt. 

In 1973, Aramco was producing crude oil at the rate of approximately 
7 MBO, but this was insufficient to satisfy the demands of the parent 
companies. ln the late 60s, at least -two of the~e companies, Socal and 
Exxon had forecast a worldwide crude oil surplus and laid plans accord
ingly . However, the forecasts proved to be wrong . The industrial 
economies of the Western countries entered a simultaneous boom period 
between 1968 and 1973, and the demand for oil grew more rapidly than 
antic_ipat~d. 

The companies had no spare producing capacity, that is, capacity which 
was in place and available immediately. Hence, they sought to maximize 
production from existing oil fields, including those in Saudi Arabia. 
In so doing, however, they ran the risk that continued production at 
then-existing levels would deplete the oil at too rapid a rate, re
ducing the amount that could ultimately be recovered from the most 
important Sa.udi Arabian oil-producing reservoirs. 
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The problem was explained by the Chief Res·ervofr Engineer of Socal, 
William Messick, in sworn testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee's .subcommittee on Multinational Corporations: 

In order to support the levels of production that 
were desired from these Arabian reservoirs it is 
necessary to replace the oil that 1s removed from 
the formation with something, and water is the most 
effective thing available, and so our basic plan of 
operating these reservoirs was to maintain the 
reservoir pressure by replacing the amount of water, 
enough to offset the withdrawal of oil and maintain 
the reservoir pressure above a des1red level ... 
Our pressure main~enance facilities, and this consists 
of the drilling of source water wells, gathering systems 
to transport that water to the field area and large 
pumping units to pump it up to inject pressure while 
authorized at the time as the oil increments were 
onstream, were delayed for a number of reasons.2 

Had it not been for the embargo, Messick further explained, Saudi Arabian 
oil production would have had to have been substantially lowered as a 
consequence of these problems: 

Question: 

Mr. Messick: 

Question: 

Mr. Messick: 

Without the embargo you would have had to 
confront the dilemma of cutting back 
production at the time when the offtakers 
/the four American companies which owned 
7t:ramco7 were screaming for as much crude 
as possible,.as much production as possible. 

Yes, and I think that is substantially 
correct. There was a good deal of pressure 
on Aramco to maximize production sub
stantially and had this embargo not 
occurred and our schedule on getting the 
water injection project up to its target 
rate, we would have had some wells I believe 
that would have crossed this threshold 
performance level and we would have had to 
shut them in. 

You specifically mentioned this was in the 
Shedgum part of the Ghawar field,3 the 
problem was most acute in the Shedgum and 
Uthmaniyah parts, Shedgum being responsible 
for approximately 3 million barrels a day, 
which at that time I think was a little 
bit more than one-third of Saudi Arabia's 
crude production. 

Substantially correct. 
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In effect, then, the embargo saved Saudi Arabia and Aramco from the em
barrassment of having to explain supply shortages resulting from technical 
problems. And because the oil-importing countries believed that the 
embargo served a political purpose, Saudi Arabia's international political 
leverage was enhanced. In fact, as Messick's testimony indicates, the 
1973 production cutback bought time in which reservoir pressures could be 
rebuilt. Thus, the Saudis were able to turn a nearly disastrous tech
nological and public relations debacle into a political plus in the 
United States. This aspect of the embargo was rarely reported in the 
press. 

Again in 1977, Saudi Arabia was able to turn a technological disaste~ 
into a political and public relations coup in the United States. On 
December 15, 1976, the OPEC Ministers in Doha, Qatar, failed to reach 
an agreement on a new price level for the benchmark OPEC. crude oil 
known as Arab Light. Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates decided 
to raise prices by only 5 percent for the entire year; the others de
cided to raise pri ces by 10 percent on January l, 1977 and scheduled 
another 5 percent for July 1, for an average full-year increase of l2.7 
percent (the second increase was never carried out). . .. . . . . 

In ord~r to enforce its prl°ce strategy, the Saudi Ministry of Petroleum 
temporarily suspended the limits it had previously imposed on the rates 
of production at the three main Saudi Arabian fields -- Abqaiq, Berri 
and Ghawar . It was anticipated that production would rise from 8.3 MBO, 
the level prevai ling in December 1976, to 9 MBO, 10.6 MBD, 11.5 MBO and 
11.9 MBO, respectively, in each quarter of 1977. 

For these moves, Saudi Arabia was acclaimed as a moderate on oil prices 
in the United States and Western Europe; but it risked incurring the 
enmity of the Shah of Iran and other price "hawks" within the OPEC 
cartel. By a strange coincidence, the production and export targets 
were never achieved. 

Petroleum Intel li gence Weekly (P.I.W.) reported that exports were 
hampered by the worst storms in the Persi'an Gulf in 30 years, which 
prevented port loadings of oil tankers. P. I.W . is a respected oil 
trade publication. The editors are reputed to have excellent sources 
among high Saudi petroleum officials. Less specialized media and U.S. 
Government officials rely on P.I.W. to a s ignificant extent, and the 
weather became the official explanation for the failure to achieve . 
targeted export levels. However, the United States Weather Bureau, which 
tracks worldwide weather data, could find no evidence of extraordinary 
weather conditions. 

Under U.S. maritime-law provisions, U.S. flagships must record weather 
conditions at six-hour intervals. These reports are computerized and 
stored in Asheville, N.C. An examination of the relevant oil-tanker 
reports for the first quarter of 1977 indicated normal windspeed and 
wave data in the Persian Gulf in the area in and around Saudi Arabia's 
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main oil-loading port. And sources within one of the parent Aramco 
companies informed investigators for the Multinational Corporations 
Subcommittee of the Senate (which had been renamed the International 
Economic Policy Subcommittee) that weather conditions had little to do 
with the failure to achieve the export targets. 

The Subcommittee, on the basis of its investigation, subpoenaed more 
than 20,000 documents from the ~our Aramco partner companies. The 
documents demonstrated that Aramco had been unable to achieve the oil 
production targets for much the same technical reasons that had obtained 
in 1973: significant drops in oil reservoir pressure levels (~hich, if 
allowed to continue, would .have reduced the total amount of oil that 
could be recovered from reservoirs), salt water seepage into the wells 
(with potentially the same result on oil production recovery), and 
equipment failures. Indeed, the problems were so severe that Saudi 
authorities concluded that several oil fields had probably been pro
ducing at excessively high levels: 

In July of 1977, the government concluded that over
production in some Arab fields had caused irreparable 
damage and reduced ultimate recovery. Shortly thereafter, 
allowable production levels were sharply reduced for north 
Ghawar, Abqaiq and Berri. The sustainable capacity of 
North Uthmaniyah, the most prolific area in Arabia, was 
trimmed from 2.14 mmbd to 1.755 mmbd, due to declining 
water available to maintain pressures and to a desire 
to return pressures in all areas of the field to bubble 
point or higher as soon as possible. The government trimmed 
Shedgum sustainable capacity by 60,000 barrels a day to 
1.32 mmbd, Berri by 100,000 barrels a day to 0.75 mmbd, 
and Abqaiq by 150,000 barrels a day .to 0.9 mmbd, in order 
to maintain current pressures. - Future production le~els 
were dependent upon the condition of reservoir pressure.4 

Information about export levels was closely controlled by Saudi author
ities. Aramco and its parent comp~nies were instructed not to re
lease such technical information. Hence, the data the press relied on 
emanated from Saudi sources. But even the less-than-targetea exporL 
levels officially released by the Saudi authorities did not accurately 
reflect the stil l-l ower levels of first-quarter exports. Yet Saudi 
Arabia reaped a public rel ations and political bonanza in the 
United States. It was acclaimed as a price moderate in the Western 
media: Only an act of God -- bad weather in the Gulf -- had pre
vented it from achieving its benevolent objective of enforcing price 
moderation on its OPEC partners by placing more crude oil on the 
international market. At the same time, the fact that export levels 
did not rise to the targeted or officially reported levels avoided 
friction with the Shah and other members of the OPEC cartel. 
Consequently, Saudi Arabia had the best of both w~rlds. 

The U.S. Government had every reason to know that the reported crude 
oil export levels did not reflect the real amount of exports. But 
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the real limitations on Saudi Arabia's production and its resulting 
export capacity were never publicly revealed. 

In effect, in both 1973 and l97~Saudi Arabia was able to turn tech
nical problems, which limited its oil production capability and, there
fore, its potential po1itica1 leverage as an oil producer, to its 
political advantage. In 1973, it would have had to "shut in 11 nearly 
40 percent of its oil production in any case. By imposing an embargo 
for ostensibly political reasons, it established the credibility of the 
"oil weapon" among the Western countries. ln 1977, it gained political 
credit for its well-advertised "good intentions," despite the fact that, 
again, it was not able to deliver on its oil production goals. The real 
constraints on Saudi Arabian oil-producing capabilities were never made 
evident to the American public. For the most part, the public continues 
to believe that Saudi Arabia's oil ·production levels were constrained 
by political, not technica1 reasons, and that Saudi Arabia is the 
ultimate arbiter of the international price of crude

5
oil merely by --

so to speak -- turning on its oil production valves. 

Lesson #1. Much will be written in the coming months about the Saudi 
oi l weapon, particularly oil production cutbacks reflecting Saudi un
happiness with U.S. policy regarding the Palestinian question. The 
historical record indicates that the press does not accurately reflect 
the underlying reasons for Saudi Arabian actions with respect to oil 
production and export levels. 

The 5-MBD Scenario 

Aside from a supply interruption for overtly political reasons, a 
frequently-discussed scenario is a reduction by Saudi Arabia of its 
current crude· oil production levels of 9.6 MBD to 5 MBD or less.6 
Sheik Yamani is quoted as saying that the lower production level would 
be sufficient to satisfy Saudi Arabia's defense and economic-development 
financing requirements. The higher production levels are a "favor" 
to the Western economies. With a lower production level, the oil 
market would tighten; prices would rise~ and the Western economies 
would . be severely damaged . Implicit in this scenario is the threat 
that if U.S. policies are not satisfactory to Saudi Arabia, the level 
of Saudi oil production will be lowered to 5 MBD. · The current U.S. 
Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, Governor John West, has lent credence to 
this thesis . More often than not, the 5-MBD figure is repeated 
uncritically by the American press.7 

It is not so clear, however, that Saudi Arabia would find it easy to 
reduce its oil production levels to the 5'-MBD range. Several scholars. 
notably, Theodore Moran and Eliyahu Kanovsky, argued in 1978 that the 
enormous waste and corruption which characterize Saudi Arabian economic 
development efforts necessitate oil production l,evels of approximately 
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8 MBD to generate the requisite revenues. They point ·fo lar·ge financial 
deficits in 1977 and 1978 as evidence of the nearly insatiable ~ppetite 
of Saudi development needs. Such estimates, of course, are subject to 
a variety of assumptions and variables: How much oil will other producers 
generate? What is the anticipated price at different production- levels? 
How ·reliable are many statistics in connection with Saudi Arabia? Esti
mates of the financial requirements of Saudi Arabia tend to dissolve 
into a maze of speculation and uncertainty. 

There are strong sentiments among parts of the Saudi leadership for 
lower crude oil production levels which are not based entirely on po-· 
litical considerations. Some younger and American-educated Saudi 
officials, including members of the ruling family, apparently favor lower 
oil production on grounds of conservation. Oil is a depleting resource 
with a finite life. They assume that it will be in short supply for 
the remainder of the century and that its value will therefore increase. 
Hence, oil in the ground _ is more valuable than the present value of 
income earned from current production. · 

Still, any attempt to limit oil production to approximately 5 MBD will 
confront Saudi authorities with a difficult dilemma; Until Recently, 
Aramco {which, as noted previously, produces Saudi oil) had been 97 ~ercent 
owned by four American Companies -- Exxon, Texaco, Socal and Mobil. Over 
a period of time, however, it was "nationalized" by Saudi Arabia. Pre
cisely what this means is not clear. Aramco is a Delaware corporation, 
and stock ownership was · never transferred from the parent companies .to 
Saudi Arabia. The Saudis paid a substantial sum of meney to these 
companies as compensation for their ownership-interest. As part of the 
arrangement, the same companies agree to purchase a minimum of 6 to 6.7 
MBD at a price which since 1979 has given the~ a competi~ive advantage 
vis a vis other crude oil purchasers. This agreement was concluded 
during the last oil "glut" (which lasted from 1975 through 1978), assuring 
Saudi Arabia of a guaranteed outlet for at least 6 MBD of its crude oil 
production. At the same time, the companies were assured an equivalent 
amount of oil at a favorable price. The form of nationalization was 
thus less important than the substance of the transaction, which en-
abled the companies to maintain. their continued access .to the Saudi 
Arabian crude oil while it assured the Saudis of a guaranteed outlet for 
a fixed amount of their oil even in a time of worldwide crude oil surplus. 

However, in the aftermath of the Iranian revolution and the Iraq/Iran 
war, crude oil prices increased by 130 percent, to more than $30 per 
barrel. Saudi Arabia increased its production to slightly more than 
10 MBD. The difference between the 6 MBD which the former Aramco 
partners "buy back" from Aramco under the Minimum Lifting Agreement 
and the production of 10 MBD is marketed directly by Petromin, Saudi 
Arabia's national oil company. ·A severe reduction in oil production 
to 5 MBD, as threatened by Yamani, would confront Saudi authorities 
with a choice as to how to allocate the reduction: by how much do 
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they cut the share of the four American companies and how much do .they 
reduce the amount marketed directly by Petromin? 

The choice is not easy. The Saudi Royal Family is not a monolith. King 
Faisal and his predecessor Ibn Saud, who unified the Kingdom, were pro
lific in generating progeny; under Islamic law they could have several 
wives. More often than not, the bond is the common mother rather than 
the patriarchal tie. Marriages often served political purposes, binding 
formerly dissident tribes to the Saud clan. Old rivalries still persist. 
Consequently, the Royal Family is an uneasy alliance, held together by 
common interests. The dominant group at the moment is the 11Sudheri 
Seven, 11 as they are known, brothers born of the same mother belonging 
to the Sudheri clan. They include Prince Fahd, the Crown Prince; 
Prince Saud, Minister of Foreign Affairs; Prince Sultan, Minister of 
Defense; and Prince Turki, Head of the Intelligence establishment. 
Their dominance is resented by other factions of the Royal Family. 

One way in which political peace has been assured is by allowing various 
key members of the Family to obtain commissions on the 4 MBD not mar
keted by the American companies. A substantial reduction in this amount 
of oil could create a politjcal problem within the Royal Family: which 
Princes lose their commissions? 

On the other hand, reducing the .amount of oil marketed through the 
companies also presents a problem. The Saudi authorities have always 
understood that the American oil companies constituted an important 
asset for them in the United States and they have been able to use the 
companies to attempt to influence U.S. public opinion on the Palestinian 
question. The companies, . for their part, fearful lest one of them 
succeed in ingratiating itself with the Saudis to the disadvantage of 
the others, have, at times, competed with each other in currying favor 
with the Saudis. 

The following excerpt from a June 23, 1973 Socal memorandum illustrates 
the process at work: 

As noted briefly in the Foreign Review Committee meeting 
June 25, we need to take some positive action whereby we 
can demonstrate to /the! Saudi Arabian Government (SAG) 
that we are not unmindful of their interests and problems. 
The recent advertisement in The New York Times by Mobil 
and the speech by Howard Page to the Alumni Association of 
the American University in Beirut are examples of what can 
be done. These actions by Mobil and Exxon will be brought 
to SAG's attention by Aramco. Although this will be viewed 
with appreciation by SAG, it is likely that in SAG's .view 
Socal will be conspicuous by our absence in this effort. 

There are several things we might do, e.g . , a letter in the 
Bulletin which in turn could be the basis for a paid 
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advertisement in the Washington newspapers; a letter to 
employees expanding on Mr. Miller's statement of the need 
to "conduct our foreign affairs in a manner. thgt will 
assure reasonable access to foreign oil, 11 etc. 

In October 1973, during the Yorn Kippur War, the chief executive officers 
of the four American companies wrote to President Nixon, opposing the 
resupply of arms to Israel on the grounds that such action would prejudice 
their investments in Saudi Arabi a·: 

•.• We are convinced of the seriousness of the intentions 
of the Saudis and Kuwaitis and that any actions of the U.S ." 
government at this ti~e in terms of increased military aid 
to Israel will have a critical and adverse effect on our 
relations with the moderate· Arab /oil-7 producing 
countries... - -

The bulk of the oil produced in the Persian Gulf goes to 
Japan and Western Europe. These countries cannot face a 
serious s·hut-in. R.egardless of what happens to United 
States interests in the Middle East, we believe they will 
of necessity continue to seek Middle East oil and that 
they may be forced to expand their Middle East supply 
positions at our expense. 

Much more than our comnercial interests in the area is 
now at hazard. The whole position of the United States 
in the Middle East is on the way to being seriously 
impaired, with Japanese, Europe~n, and perhaps Russian 
interests largely supplanting United States presence 
in the area, ~o the detrime'nt of both our economy and 
our security. 

The American companies have not always been successful in their efforts 
to influence American foreign policy in .a direction more acceptable 
to Sau~i Arabia . The United States did resupply Israel during the 
Yorn Kippur War, despite the memorandum of the Aramco "chiefs . 11 And 
althougti American policy is considered to be more 11 evenhanded11 and 
less favorable to Israel at present, this change cannot be attributed 
solely to the efforts of the four .American Aramco companies . 

Nevertheless, the 11 buy-back11 arrangements, through which the four 
American companies assure their access to approximately 6 MBD of Saudi 
oil at competitively advantageous prices, give them a powerful in
centive to continue to champion the Arab position in the United States . 
If this access is diminished, the incentive is diminished as well. 
By the same token, if the companies' share of Saudi Arabian crude 
oil production is cut back, the Saudis stand to lose influential 
allies in the United States for the Arab political viewpoint. 
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In sum, the decision to reduce Saudi Arabian oil production to 5 MBD 
or less is not based simply, as Yamani would have us believe, on Saudi 
"benevolence" towards the United States. The allocation involved i n 
such a severe cutback creates pol itical problems for Saudi authorities. 
If they cut the share of oil marketed by the Princes, they may create 
an internal pol itical problem; if they cut the share of the Aramco 
partners, they may lose a "friend at court" wi thin the United States. 
Although the choice would appear to be clear -- cut the allocation of 
the companies -- the Saudi s have traditionally been exceedingly careful 
not to prejudice their historic relationship with the Americans. The 
Minimum Lifting Agreement , the advantageous prices al l owed the companies , 
show their continued desire to maintain a strong presence of the 
American companies in Saudi Arabia. Henc~, their dilemma is real. 

Lesson #2. Don 't believe it when you read that Saudi Arabia can easily 
reduce its oil production to 5 MBD or less and still meet its develop
ment financing requirements. First, it is not clear what level of 
production is necessary at present prices to finance all the various 
claims on Saudi resources. Second, the question of how to allocate 
reductions in the volume of oil available for marketing creates a 
difficult dilemma for the S~udi authorities . 

The 16 MBD-Scenario 

If there is a well-publicized fear that Saudi Arabia will reduce its 
oi l production to around 5 MBD, there is also the fear that it will 
not increase its productive capacity sufficiently to prevent oil 
supply shortages in the future. I~ 1972/73, Aramco and Yamani con
sidered a possible expansion to 20 MBD. The possibility that such a 
plan would not be approved was used by Yamani as political leverage 
in Washington. The 20-MBD scenario never materialized; the pressure 
problems in the reservoirs and the oil "glut" in the post-'73 world 
oil market l ed to the initiative being shelved. As economic pro
jections of oi l shortages by 1985 gained currency in Washington, the 
16- MBD scenario emerged: If Saudi Arabia did not expand its productive 
capaci ty to 16 MBD, there would be a severe shortage of oil by 1985 . 
In fact, it is as implausible to think that Saudi Arabia will ever 
expand its productive capacity to 16 MBD as it is that it will re-
duce production to 5 MBD. 

Two basic concepts are relevant to the discussi on of Saudi oil pro
duction capacity: maximum sustainable capacity and facility capacity . 
The maximum sustainable capacity, representi ng the maximum production 
rate that can be physical ly sustained for several months -- usually 
six months or more -- i s generally 90 to 95 percent of the total 
facility capacity. The latter consists of gas-oil separati ng plants, 
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main truck lines and oil loading terminals. It must be higher than 
the maximum sustainable capacity. For example , the present facility 
capacity is estimated to be approximately 12.8 MBD; the maximum · 
sustainable capacity is approximately 9. 8 MBD. Currently, there is 
also a surge capacity of 10.5 MBD, a level of production that can be 
maintained for as much as a few weeks at a time -- but not beyond. In 
the past , when the Saudis announced (and the press reported) that 
production had been raised to 10.5 MBD, they were referring to surge 
production. Saudi Arabia has probably been producing oil at a maximum 
sustainable rate of not more than 9.6-9.8 MBD. It is unlikely that 
this rate will be substantially increased in the next five years . 

. . 
As previously noted, the Senate Foreign Relations Subco1TDT1ittee on Inter
national Economic Policy (.the succes.sor to the Multinational Corpora
tions Sub.colTBllittee) subpoenaed over 20,000 pages of documents from the 
four Aramco partner companies concerning Saudi Arabian production levels 
and prob 1 ems. 

The es sent i·a l point that emerged from the companies' documents is that 
production at higher maximum sustainable levels would require, within · 
a relatively short time, higher facility capacities, but that the 
total amount of oil that could be recovered from.the individual reservoirs 
would be .depleted in a shorter period of time. Specifically, within 
seven years of achieving a maximum sustainable capacity of 16 MBD, sig
nificant additions to a facility capacity at increasing costs would be 
required merely to maintain that rate. After 13 years, a facility 
capacity of 21 MBD would be needed to sustain a production rate of 
16 MBD. Moreover, a rate of 16 MBD, to be reached in 1990, may be 
sustainable for only two to ·seven years before declini.ng. In contrast , 
a maximum ·production level of 12 MBD (requiring a facility capacity of 
14 MBD) could be sustained for 15 to 20 years".. · 

In other words, in order to achieve a maximum sustainable production · 
level .of 16 MBD, Saudi Arabia would have to invest enormous amounts 
of money in added facility capacity, with the result that its reserves 
would become depleted at a much· faster rate. Not surprisingly, the 
Saudi authorities have been reluctant to co1TDT1it resources to such addi
tional capacity . They have imposed financial constraints whteh limit 
Aramco's ability to add to capacity. The Senate Staff Report, based 
on the subpoenaed documents, concluded: "Because of rising costs 
associated both with projects to maintain capacity, such as those for 
oil field pressure support of the separation of corrosive salt water · 
from crude oil, and with projects to expand capacity, especially in 
smaller and more remote fields , the self-financing constraint will 
seriously delay Aramco's attainment of the lowered production target 
of 12 MBD. 11 Even that 12-MBD goal would not be achieved before 1986. · 
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Lesson .#3 . There is little likelihood that Saudi Arabia will increase 
its maximum sustainable capacity to anywhere near 16 MBD. That capacity 
is likely to remain closer to existing levels than to increase sub
stantially . 

OPEC Price Rises Are Compensation for Past Oil Price Injustices 

The argument is sometimes made, in the United States and elsewhere , 
that price rises by OPEC and Saudi Arabia are justified because the 
oil-producing countries did not receive a "fair price" for their oil 
in the past. This is not true. On the contrary, throughout the 60s 
the cartel countries were insulated by the multinational oil companies 
from the vicissitudes of declining prices in the international oil 
market. In order to understand why this was so, it is necessary to 
know somethi ng about the structure of the international oil market. 

In the Persian Gulf, the American-dominated Aramco consortium con
trolled al l of Saudi Arabia's production. The same four companies -
Exxon, Texaco, Socal and Mobil -- together with Gulf Oil Company, 
Royal Dutch Shell and British Petroleum (BP) controlled the marketing 
of Iranian oil output. Shell and Gulf also dominated Kuwait's output. 
These 11 seven sisters, 11 or Maj ors, as they were ca 11 ed, 1 i mited exports 
from any one Persian Gulf source so· as to keep a balance between over a 11 
supply and demand. Consequently, they were able to maintain relatively 
stable prices throughout most of the 1950s. 

Several factors came together in the late .50s and 60s to reduce the market 
price of international oil. In the first place, the imposition of 
voluntary, and then mandatory, U.S. oil import quotas sealed off most 
of the world's largest petroleum market to foreign sources of supply. 
Moreover, the beginning of large-scale Russian oil exports created 
further downward pressure on world oil prices. But the most sig-
nificant development was the emergence of Libya in the early 1960s 
as a major oil producer for the European market. 

The significant fact about Libya is that it followed a different 
pattern of oil development from that of the Persian Gulf sheikdoms, 
"I did not want· Libya to begin as Iraq or as Saudi Arabia or as Kuwait," 
said the former Libyan Petroleum Minister, Fuad Kahazi: 11 1 did not 
want my country to be . in the hands of one oi 1 company." 10 Libya's 
1955 Petroleum Law establ i shed a highly fr~gmentary concession pattern. 
In the first round of bidding, 17 companies received 84 separate 
concession areas. American companies other than the Majors were 
awarded concessions. Known as Independents, they were for the most 
part newcomers to international operations. They did not have other 
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sources of crude oil, as the Majors did in the Persian Gulf, nor did 
they have established market outlets in Europe. Consequently, they 
had an incentive to quickly find oil in Libya and market it at lower 
prices in order to establish themselves in the European markets. 

As Libyan oil began to be produced in large quantities in the early 
1960s, the inte'rnational pric'e of crude oil declined on the Western 
European markets. The amount of revenue that was paid to the oil
producing countries did not decline, however , In 1960, these countries 
formed ·a carte 1 of Oil Producing Exporting Countries (.OPEC J, successfully 
resisting the attempts of the companies to reduce their payments. The 
oil companies paid taxes to the cartel countries on the basis of a posted 
price. This price bore no relationship to the actual prices the com
panies received when they sold their oil in Europe. It served only 
to establish the amount of taxes they would have to pay to the cartel 
countries. When the amounts the companies received for crude oil sales 
in Western Europe dropped, the artificial pos·ted price remained the 
same. Thus, the revenues of the cartel countries not only did not 
decline but actually increased, because of certain technical defini
tional changes in the posted price, Average government "take" increased 
from 85 cents to $1.45 at a time (1962-1968), when the cost of producing 
a barrel of oil in Saudi Arabia varied between 11 .and 20 cents per 
barrel. The oil companies acquiesced to this arrangement because they 
wished to preserve their domination of the Persian Gulf oil concessions. 
Therefore, there is no basis for the allegation that the price increases 
which preceded and followed the 1973 Arab oil embargo are merely recom
pense for past injustices. 

Lesson #4. Don't believeit when you read in the press that the post-
1973 oil price increases are justified because the OPEC cartel countries, 
including Saudi Arabia, did not receive "fair prices" for their oil • . 

The World Is Running Out of Oil and Therefore We Will Need Saudi Arabian 
Oil More in the Future 

It is premature to conclude that the world is running out of crude oil. 
In order to understand the petroleum crisis in perspective, it is 
worthwhile to consider the historical background. During the 1960s, 
the int.ernational oil companies -- which accounted for by far the 
largest share of investment i.n oil exploration and production facilities 
-- were faced with a situation in which more crude oil was available 
than they could market. Indeed, as late as 1968, the Majors were fore
casting a crude oil surplus in the years ahead. The situation was summed 
up in an internal Socal memorandum dated December 6, 1968: "Oil supply -
particularly crude oil -- remains in potential surplus relative to the 
market. There are strong pressures to develop crude from newer sources 
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by both newcomers and traditional suppliers ... Within five to ten years 
there may be large new crude supplies from the Arctic regions of the 
world seeking markets and thereby e.l;Ctending and magnify.ing the surplus 
supply problems. 11 11 · 

As the Majors perceived it, the problem they faced was how to satisfy 
the demands of the various oil-producing countries that the companies 
market increasing volumes of their individual "crude streams." How 
could Exxon, Socal, Texaco, et al., satisfy the demands of the Shah of 
Iran that more Iranian oil be marketed without "shutting in" the oil 
of some other producer where the companies had an oil-producing con
cession? The worst news the companies could have was that some geologist 
had found a new la.rge deposi.t of oil. This dilemma was illustrated in 
the testimony of Howard Page, Exxon's Middle East Coordinator, during 
the decades of the 50s and 60s: 

Senator Percy: Can you tell now in public hearings about an 
Exxon executive committee meeting in which a 
company geologist told of a 10 billion barrel 
reserve just discovered in Oman and what your 
reaction was to this news? 

Mr. Page; Yes, sir, I was involved in that because I had 
recommended to the executive committee that 
although we had the opportunity to go into Oman 
that we shouldn't do it because we were unable 
to provide adequate outlet for our Aramco 
concession. 

Just at this time, the producing department 
brought in their geologist who had just come 
back from Oman, and he stated, "I am sure 
there is a 10 billion oil field there, 11 and 
I said, "Well, then, I am absolutely sure we 
don't want to go into it, and that settles 
it." I might° put some money in if I was sure 
we weren't going to get some oil, but not if 
we are goi ng to get oil because we are liable 
to lose the Aramco concession, our share of 
the Aramco concession.12 

The companies were not anxious to develop new sources of crude oil 
supply. With the international price of crude oil declining as a con
sequence of Libyan production, the Majors did not actively· pursue addi
tional sources of supply. 

The supply/demand forecasts of the Majors were wrong. The economic boom 
of the late 60s increased the demand for imported crude oil more rapid
ly than the.v had assumed . At the same time, the growing environmental 
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consciousness placed a premium on low-sulphur crude oil, which came 
primarily from Libya, Algeria, and Nigeria. The balance of power had 
shifted from the companies to the oil-exporting cartel countries. As 
George Piercy, Senior Vice-President of Exxon, explained, the oil price 
explosion of 1973 was a direct consequence of the absence 9f spare 
capacity in the United States and elsewhere outside the cartel area.13 
Indeed, between 1957 and 1971, oil company investment in exploration 
and development hardly increased in real terms, remaining fairly constant 
in current dolla~s at 4 to 5 billion dollars per annum. Not until 
after 1971, was there a substantial expansion in such investment.14 

However, the 400 percent increase in the price of crude oil imposed by 
the OPEC cartel between October and December 1973 led to a deep economic 
recession in the economies of the Western industrialized countries. 
Th~ demand for crude oil dropped; the price of oil and gasoline in 
real terms subsequently declined. It also led to development in the 
North Sea, Alaska, Mexico and other smaller reserves. Domestic oil 
exploration, while increasing, did not advance significantly. U.S. 
drilling rigs were in surplus. Not until after the Iranian revolution 
and the second oil price 11shock 11 of 1979, when prices increased nearly 
130 percent in the course of a year, did oil and gas exploration really 
take .off. According to Oil and Gas Journal, the respected oil trade 
weekly, "growth since mid-1979 has added 50 percent to the number of 
rigs and cranes working. Better equipment and personnel availability, 
higher oil prices, and bigger exploration budgets from both Majors and 
Independents pu~hed the count well. above its historical trend. " In 
other words, the big boom in oil exploration is a rather recent 
phenomenon. Given the long lead time between the early phases of 
exploration, discovery and beginning of production (5 to 7 years), . 
it is premature to conclude that the world is "running out of oil.''. 

. . 
Many years ago, in January 1920, the Director of the U.S. Geological 
Survey wrote th.at the "position of the United States in regard to oil 
~an best be characterized as precarioµs." At the time, the major 
sources of petroleum outside North America appeared to be locked up by 
foreign interests.' In 1919, a respected British observer commented: 

. "The British position is impregnable. All the known oil fields, all 
the likely or probable fields outside of the United States itself, 
are in British hands

1
gr u·nder British management or control; or financed 

by British capital." Today, the position of Saudi Arabia and the 
OPEC cartel may appear impregnable. But given the fact that a con
sistent major effort has be.en underway for less than a decade, it is 
much too soon to conclude that the situation is irranutable. 

Conclusions 

All this is not to say that Saudi Arabia is unimportant to the United 
States or to its Western European and Japanese allies. It is estimated 
that in 1980 Saudi Arabia produced an average of 9.6 MBD. This 
constitutes approximately one million barrels a day more than the 
United States produced and ranks second only to the oil production of 
the Soviet Union. At this time, therefore, Saudi Arabia must be 
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considered a critical factor in world oil production. 

It is also true that Saudi Arabia supplies 1, 2 MBD to the United States 
out of a total of approximately 5.8 MBD oil imports and a total petro
leum consumption of approximately .15 MBD. This is an important con
tribution to America's oil supply, but Saudi Arabia is not nearly as 
critical to the United States as it is to Japan and such Western 
European countries as France and West Germany. 

What is not so evident is the assumption that Saudi Arabia could reduce 
its crude· oil production to 5 MBD or less and does not do so only out 
of benevolence to the We~t. The reality is that Sau9i Arabia may soon 
have to confront the dilemma of allocating production cutbacks. World 
crude· oil production dropped 4 percent in 1980 to 59.6 MBD as demand 
dropped sharply. OPEC output plunged nearly 13 percent, to 26.8 MBD, 
less than the 1975 level. At the same time, the non-OPEC, non-communist 
producers, led by Mexico and the North Sea, gained 3.3 percent, reaching 
an output of 18.3 MBD, while the U.S. nearly arrested the rate of its 
oil .production decline, with production leveling off at approximately 
8.6 MBD. According to P.I.W., "unless the present pattern of declining 
oil demand is une.xpectedly reversed, free world oil markets will require 
no more than 24 or 25 million barrels daily of OPEC supplies over the 
next few years .• . The new forecast shows demand for OPEC oil dropping 
some 3.3 million b/d between 1980 and 1982, far eclipsing an expected 
l.6 million b/d drop in overall world oil needs. 11 16 · 

Faced with declining demand for their oil production and the prospect 
that Iran and Iraq may wish to reenter the market with an additional 
combined 4.5 MBD or so (some estimates are 7 MBD), Saudi Arabia's OPEC 
partners are becoming increasingly restive at the Saudis' failure to 
reduce export levels. In the American press, this failure is represented 
as negotiating leverage on Yamani's part in order to seek acceptance by 
other OPEC states of Saudi long-term crude-oil pricing objectives. But 
the failure to reduce production and exports is just as likely to reflect 
Saudi concern with the world economy and difficulty in deciding how 
such cutbacks woul.d be allocated between the com~anies and the Princes. 

Realistically, then, the issue with respect to Saudi Arabia oil pro
duction prospects is not whether Saudi Arabia will reduce its production 
level to 5 MBD or whether it will increase its maximum sustainable 
capacity to 16 MBD. Rather, the most likely result in the near future 
(the next year or two) is for Saudi Arabia to return to a production 
level of between 7 and 8.5 MBD, provided the Saudi authorities can 
resolve the allocation problem. If this analysis is correct, then we 
are talking about Saudi Arabia as a swing producer of a maximum of 
2 MBD, not 11 MBD (the difference betwe.en 5 and 16 MBD). 

While this oil production is of considerable magnitude, it does not have 
the cataclysmic importance attributed to it by the U.S. Department of 
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State and the American media. Understood in this perspective, there 
is little reason to panic every time Saudi Arabia threatens to ·apply · 
the 5-MBD scenario. 

The more likely dang~r is that technical problems similar to those 
that occurred tn 1~73 and 1977 will b~ repe~ted, or that ·an int~rnal 
political crisis will arise over the oil cutbacks. There will then be 
a strong temptation to divert world ·attention from these internal problems 
by i'n·ioking the Palestinian question and fomenting an international po
litical crfsis involving Israel. That crisis would then become the 
occasion for a dras·tic "shut in~· of the existing capacity required in 
any event for internal political or technical reasons. · On the basis of 
past nistorica1 record,' such a scenario is liable to gain uncritical 
acceptance in the West. 

Remember, when you read about the Saudi 11oil weapon,''. beware of surface 
appearances; they rarely reflect the underlying realiti es. · 

. ··. 
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· 15 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON U.S. ARMS 
.. , FPR SAUDI ARf\~IA 

1. Q. What. military supplies does the 
U.S . propos~ to s~ll to Sa~di : · 
Arabia? 

2. 

A. · The package includes 1,000 "Side-· 
wi nder 11 missiles, 1 ong-range fuel 
tanks (FAST packs} 7 aerial refuel
ing tankers for the 62 F-15 jet 
fighters to be delivered next year, 
and five AWACS (Airborne Warning 
and Control System) planes, the 
most sophisticated reconnaissance 
aircraft in the world. Also under 
consideration are 10,000 TOW anti-

Q. 

. tanks missiles, multiple-ejection 
banb racks, ground· rad.ar. stations, 
and M- 1 tanks . · · 

Does.n't the sal.e: protect U.S .. 
interests in the Persian Gulf? 

A. NO. Saudi Arabia alone is in
capable of serving as the policeman 
in the ~ulf a·rea. We cannot. rely 
on the Saudis to counter a .threat 
to the West ' s oil lifeline . 

. Mo~eover, .bY turning our most . 

. ~op~isticated weaponry ~ier to the 
Saudis we risk that secret technology 
will be c~pr.omised. There is no 
guarantee that secret technology 
turned over to the Saudis might not 
find .its .way into Soviet ,.or other 
unfriendly .hands, by accident or by 
design. Political µpheaval in .$audi 
Arabia would surely render all sec
urity guarantees worthless. This 
would damage rath~r than protect U.S ~ 
national .security. 

The U.S . cannot afford to i.gnore the 
lessons of Iran. · -Sensitive equip-
ment (F-.14s, Harpoon and Phoenix . 
missiles) was compromised there and 
American technicians ' · lives endangered . 

· In formulating policy, the U.S . must 
t~ke · into account the threats ' to 

· saudi stability . 
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3. Q. Would this equipment in Saudi hands 
deter a Soviet attack on Saudi Arabia? 

A. NO . The Saudi armed forces, no 
matter how advanced the weaponry at 
thei~ disposal, are too small and 
too weak to withstand a Soviet 
attack. The Saudis .would have to . 
rely. on the U.S. to protect them, 
as both they' and we ar·e· well aware. 

4. Q. Would t~e sale bring the Saudis 
closer to ~erican policy? 

A. NO. They have not and will not 
move closer to American positions 
on military-base rights, . oil policy 
or the Middle East peace process. 
Saudi policy will continue to be 
determined by Saudi interests, re
gardless of what the U.S. does, and 
their interests are not the same .as 
ours. 

5. Q. Wquld the sale ensure peace an~ 
stability i~ the Mid~le East? 

A. NO. It would. i'ntensi fy a danger.ous 
arms race in an already unstable 
region, ·and ·would increase the 1 i ke-
1 i hood of upheaval in the very area where 
we need stability . Arms sales are 
no substit~te for diplomacy. 

6. Q. Didn't the Carter Administration pro
mise not to sell F-15 add-on equip
ment to Saudi Arabia? 

A. YES. Congress approved the sale of 
F-15s to Saudi Arabia . in 1978 on 
condition that they carry only de
fensive equipment. Carter's Secretary 
Qf Defense, Harold Brown, promised 
Congress specifically tnat the planes 
wo~ld not have FA$T-pack~, air
refueli-ng tankers~ bomb racks --:- in 
short, the equipment now being pro
posed for sale. Tnis sale .would not 
only violate U.S. assurances . to ·con
gress and to Israel, but undermine 
confidence in all American commitments. 
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7. Q. is the sale a threat to··hr·ael '.s . 
security? . : , '. .' .; 

A. YES~ . It would give the-, Arabs· a 
qualitative advantage over 1~rael~ 
thus radically·altering the balanc• 
of power in the area. 

Add-on equipment .stgnificantly . en- .. 
hances the range and fire-pow~r :of · 
F-15s, so that they could reach 
Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haifa and other 
heavily ~opulated ·parts Of Israel. 
Used tog,ther ~ith ,·e~hahced F~lss. 
the ultra-sophisticated AWACS · would 
seriou~ly erode the technological 
superiority on which Israel depends 
for · its sec~~_ity. · 

8. Q. Wouldn't the presence of American 
techniciani eli~iri~te · the ri~k to 
Israel? . 

g.; 

A. NO. These technicians would ·service 
the weapons, train personnel to use 
them, a.nd may even help fly-the AWACS, 
but· effective control of deplo)'T!lent 
would be in Saudi hands. Saudi Arabia 
has pledged to wage a jihad (holy war) 

· against· Israel; ·and. declared ~that all 
its forces ·wil 1 be at· the disposal of 
the Arab .states in this fight . 
Americans flying in Saudi AWAC~-, ·under 
S.a u.d i c anma n d , wo u 1 d · create · an · i n to 1 -
erable situation·. It ,would iricrease 
the danger of American involvement 

Q. 

in regional conflicts. 

Don It we have to sel1 these arms to 
the Saudis because we need their oil? 

A •. NO r Saudi oil production and price 
policies are not, despit~ Saudi· 

· claifuS, a political favor to. the . 
West. · They_· are determined · by Sau~i 
economic self:..interest . Thus, · ar:ms 

· · · sales have little or no effect.- on 
the iupply·or· price of oil to - ~he 
U.S. 
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10. Q. What )'lould happen .. to ou.r oil supply 
if we did ~ot sell the -weapons? . 

A. The Saudis .would not cut ~roduction 
in order to punish .the .U.S. They ·: : 
m~intain high product ion :levels. to 
serve their purposes, ~t home and 
within OPEC. We must not allow our
selves to be blackmailed with anpty 
·threats. · . . 

. . 
11. Q. If we don't sell them the . F-15 add-on 

equipment, can't the .Saudis buy them 
fr an . ano~her country? 

A. They. already plan to buy arms·f.rom 
France, West Germany .and .Britain,. 
and will do so regardless of what 
we sell them,. 

Furthermore, only the U.S. produces 
the advanced weapons the Saudis ·want; 
even our· NATO a 11 i es buy them from 
the U.S. ·· · 

;.. . •· : 

12. Q. Is· there any .European-made weapon 
:canparable to the AWACS?·: . 
. . 

A. : NO: There· is. no aircraft ·in .. the 
-. . world comparable to the Ameri ~an · 

AWACS. · The British Nimrod Mkl, a . 
-recentl y;...deve loped early war:ni ng 
plane~ has approximately~alf of. tbe 
radai: consoles the AWACS: has. . NATO 
chose the. American -AWACS over .,the 
Nimrod. 

13. · Q. Wouldn't it be "suicide" for Saudi 
AWACS·to . fly near Israel's borders ? 

. " . . , 

A. Israeli fighte~s coutd ".not easily . 
shoot down. Sa ud.i · AWACS. Th~. U.S. .~as _ 
assured our allies that AWACS is , 
virtually immune to .enemy int.erc~ption. 
Saudi AWACS·, · flyi:ng ~ith a fighter 
escort)could monitor. Israel. from well 
within Arab air ·space and .easily detect 
approaching. Israeli planes , -

•• I • .. 
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14. Q. Won't the stature of the Presidency 
be threatened if Congress rejects 
the sale? 

A. NO. The Legislative and Executive 
branches of the u.s ; ·government are 
co-equals in policy making . When 
the· two branches work together in 
formulating policy, the outcome is 
best for America. Accor~ing to 
reliable accounts, the arms offer to 
Saudi Arabia was made by the Depart
ment of Defense, without full con
sultation with the White House and 
State Department. 

15, Q. Shouldn't we go along with the sale 
in order to retain the Saudis' 
goodwill? 

A. NO. This is not the first time they 
. h~ve tested our friendship, nor will 
it be the last. The U.S. has 
repeatedly -acceded to their wishes and 
has. got nothing in return. The 
Saudis have impeded , not helped, the 
Camp David peace process. They pay 
tribute money to the PLO. They refuse 
to permit U.S ! bases on their soil 
It is time we made our own demands 
and stopped letting Saudi Arabia 
dictate policy to us. 
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U.S. STRATEGIC GOALS 

FOR 

1 The U.S. goal is to contain Soviet 
expansionism in the Middle East. Recent 
Soviet advances -- specifically in 
Afghanistan, South Yemen and Ethiopia 
make it imperative to build up Saudi 
Arabia's defense capabilities. 

2 The sale of advanced U.S. weaponry to 
the Saudis is regarded as the first step 
in the developing U.S. strategy to defend 
American interests in the region. Other 
elements would include the Rapid Deployment 
Force, and bases and facilities for U.S. 
men and materiel. The long-term aim is a 
permanent U.S . military presence in Saudi 
Arabia to deter Soviet adventurism. 

3 The equipment would constitute a de 
facto base in Saudi Arabia. The sale of 
sophisticated weaponry, and especially the 
stationing of AWACS in Saudi Arabia -- all 
of which would require a U.S. presence for 
training, operation and maintenance -
would be the equivalent of prepositioned 
equipment for U.S . use in an emergency. 

4 Saudi Arabia would not have .complete 
control over use of this equipment. 
Through control over access to spare parts, 
as well as the lag time in delivery of the 
equipment, the U.S. could effectively 
limit Saudi use of the arms and prevent 
their use against Israel. 

5 Guaranteeing a steady supply of Persian 
Gulf oil to the West is a primary strate
gic concern of U.S. policy. The U.S. 
imports nearly a quarter of its oil from 
Saudi Arabia while Anerica's allies in 
Western Europe and Japan are even more 

AGAINST 

1 AWACS and F-15s in Saudi hands would 
not be a credible deterrent to Soyiet 
expansionism. The Saudi armed forces are 
too small and too weak, no matter how 
advanced the weaponry, to withstand a 
Soviet thrust. 

2 Thus far the Administration has not 
proved that the sale advances American-
objectives in the region. The Saudis 
have rejected the U.S. concept of a 
"strategic consensus" against the Soviet 
Union. They categorically refuse to con
sider granting the U.S. faci]ities in 
their country. Saudi strategic aims do 
not coincide with those of the U.S. 

3 Because the Saudis oppose any official 
U.S. military presence, the U.S. has no 
reason to believe we could use or control 
the equipment we sell to Saudi Arabia. 
Secretary of State Haig has admitted t~ 
the Senate Foreign Relations Canmittee 
that we have no Saud\ assurances that we 
would be ableto.use the so-called pre
positioned shield even in the event of 
Soviet attack. Saudi Arabia keeps a 
high level of spare parts and equipment. 
In a quick Middle East war it may not 
need resupply. 

4 Once the weapons have been sold, the 
U.S. has little or no control over them. 

A change in the Saudi regime cannot be 
ruled out . If it occurs , secret U.S. 
weapons would once again fall into un
friendly hands. 

5 Defense of the Persian Gulf is best 
left to the U.S. and its European allies. 
The experience in Iran has shown the folly 
of making any single-country a regional 
policeman. Sale of F-15 add-on equipment 
and AWACS to the Saudis would not guarantee 
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FOR 

dependent on this source. The sale would 
provide equipment to help keep the Straits 
of Hormuz open and assure access to 
Persian Gulf oil. 

6 Unless the U.S. sells this equipment 
to enable Saudi Arabia to defend itself, 
the U.S. will have to station American 
forces in the region to protect the oil
fields. 

7 Saudi Arabia is pro-American, anti
Soviet and moderate. The Saudis have made 
the sale a "litmus test" of U.S. friend
ship and sincerity, and consider it recog
nition of the importance of the House of 
Saud. 

8 Refusal to grant the Saudi request for 
advanced weaponry would be regarded as an 
affront. It would damage the Saudis' pres
tige both at homP. and in the Arab world, 
and possibly drive them into the Soviet 
camp. 

9 The U.S. must build up Saudi defenses 
because of the significant changes in the 
overall situation in the region. The 
Iranian Revolution, the Soviet invasion 
of Afghanistan, the Iran-Iraq war have 
necessitatedareview of the Carter 
Administration's canmitments to 
Congress in 1978 with regard to Saudi 
arms sales. 

. AGAINST 

a steady supply of oil to the West. 
Even with AWACS, Saudi borders cannot 
be hermetically sealed. 

6 U.S. troops and military advisers 
would be stationed in Saudi Arabia to 
teach personnel how to use the equipment. 
There are already 1 ,000 U.S. advisers and 
technicians in the country.1 aside from 500 
who maintain the four AWACS loaned to 
Saudi Arabia at the outbreak of the Iran
Iraq war. 

7 The U.S. cannot allow Saudi Arabia to 
dictate policy; Saudi and U.S. interests 
are not all identical and may conflict . 

The record does not support the claim 
that the Saudis are moderate. Saudi poli
cies will continue to be determined by 
Saudi interests regardless of what the 
U.S. does. 

8 To agree to sell arms to the Saudis 
simply because they want them would 
damage rather than enhance U.S. prestige. 
In the past the U.S. has appeared to be a 
supplicant for Saudi favors, particularly 
with regard to oil. The U.S. must begin 
to deal with the Saudis on the basis of 
mutual interest and respect and not give 
in to blackmail. 

The Saudis are staunchly anti-
Communi st for their own reasons and would 
not turn to the Soviet Union for political 
support. 

9 The changed strategic situation re
quires an enhanced U.S. presence in the 
region, which is now being developed. 
Pouring advanced weapons into a country 
with an unstable regime is not the way 
to confront the new situation. Abandon
ment of the 1978 commitment to provide no 
offensive weapons to Saudi Arabia would 
raise serious questions about the credi
bility of U.S . assurances. We appear to 
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FOR 

10 Saudi Arabia cannot be compared with 
Iran. Its government is stable and has 
maint.ained the l_oyalty of its citizens . . 
The U.S. ··need .not be con.c~rned a.bput the 
safety of weapons iri the coun.try. · 

11 The Soviet Union is pouring arms into 
the Midd_le East. To protect our vital 
interests, we must. match them with Western 
anns. 

AGAINST 

be s·acrificing long-term goals (stability 
in the region) for short-term expediency 
(placating the Saudis), which serves only 
to undermine confidence 1-n the U.S.· 

10 There are several sources of instability 
threatening the Saudi government as evidenced 
by .the 1979 seizure of the G,rand Mpsque , of 
Mecca~ . The .u.s.·cannot affora· to. ignor~ the 
1 essoris .of Iran . .Sensitive ~qui pmeilt ( F- 14s, 
Harpoon and Phoenix missiles·) ·wa·s cpmpromised, 
and American tee hni Ci ans I nves' endangered., 
In formulating policy-, the U.S. must take 
into account the threats to Saudi stability. 

11 The sale would intensify an already 
dangerous arms race in an already unstable 
region. It would increase the likelihood 
of upheaval where our goal is stability. 
Saudi military spending, running ·at the 
rate of $20. 7 bill ion per year, is in-: 
~reising, along with that of other Middle 
East states. Greater availability of 
sophisticated arms carries ~ith .it .a 
g.reater risk that they will be .used ~ , 

.. . . \ 

SAUDI DEFENSE NEEDS 

. . 
f Saudi Ar~bia . n~eds advanced weaponry 
to protect itself .from hostile neighbors . 
The Saudis feel they are surrounded by 
$tates which have ~he capability -- and 
possible the desi~e -- to attack: the 
radical Arab regimes -- Iraq and South 
Yemen, a 11 i es of the US.SR -- as well as 
Israel, revolutibnary Ira~ and Egypt. 

2 Saudi Arabi a needs to improve its 
ability to counter possible subversion at 
home . Since the 1979 attack on the Grand 
Mosque in Mecca and the Shi'jte ·riots after 
the Iranian. revolution, Saudi Arabia has 
been concerned about the ·abiiity of ·its 
anned forces to cope with future incidents. 

1 The threats from its neighbors are much 
overstated . The AWACS already on loan 
provide Saudi Arabia with the necessary 
surveillance cap~bility. 

2 F-15s and AWACS are of no value against 
intern~J_subversion~ Their acquisition may 
even contribute to destabilizing the 
Saudi .regime. Events in Iran have demon
strated the danger of putting ·sensitive 
weaponry into the hands of unstable., ~
democratic regimes threatened from within : 
The 1979 seizure of the Grand Mosque in 
Mecca showed that Saudi Arabia was not so 
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3 The Saudis have assured the U.S. that 
they want the weapon~ only for defense. 
They feel their aging equipment makes · 
them. vulnerable. 
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AGAINST 

stable as it .appeared. Historically, the 
greatest dan_ger to the Saudi regime has come 
from the Saudi Air For:-ce, the perpetrator of 
several coup attempts. This . is the very 
force that wil1 . be strengt~ened by the sale . 

3 The Sa.udi. mi;l i tary- cannot _absorb the 
vast quantities of sophi~ti~ated we~pon~ 
al ready on order from the U. $. , France· 
and Britain. The armed forces are too 
small and trained manpower is scarce. 
Is the U.S. prepared to sanction use of 
Pakistani mercenarie~ to ~ight on the 
Saudis• ~ehalf with U.~.-made weapons? 

Extra fuel pods, misdles; fuel 
tankers, · b-anb· rat ks and AWACS would trans
form the F- 15s ihta offensiv~ weapons . 

U.S.-SAUOI RELATIONS 

1 Saudi Ara.bi-a ·cons id er·s :.thi·s. equipment 
tangible proof oft.he u .. s _.· ·commitment to 
its security . ·The ·sale :wo~ld ,re~to~e 
Saudi confidence that was eroded by U.S. 
treatment of the Shah. · 

2 If the Saudis are not satisfi~d that 
we are a reliable friend, they may cut 
their oi 1 production .. · ·They now produ_ce 
more than they need t.o a~ a favor to. the 
U.S. and the -West. 

J · It is not clear what the U.S. will get 
from Saudi Arabia in .return for this com
mitment. In .1978, when the F-15s were 
:sold, it was . a~gued that the Saudis would 
reciproq;ate .by suppQr1:-ing-.u.s .. 1folicies 
in the -Middle East. They have not done so. 
lf the Saudis see this sale as .. a litm~s 
test of American coml'\l itme11t ,- ~~ t is the 
~est of .Saudi comJl!itment f ·· · · 

2 _Oil. price and s_upply are unre.lated to 
arms supply. · The record shows that the 
Saudis deter~ine oil p~it~ ~nd pro~uction 
policies acc9rding: to their own economic 
interests. There is evidence that' they 
could. not. cut production too much without 
hurting· their economy. When. they maintain 
high. production levels, it is to. exert · 
pressure on· other prod~cers· as ·~ell ai to 
make money and not· to do the U.S. a favor. 
Th'e sa l e of. ·a'dvanced weaponry .wi.11 not 
ensure future ·saudi .moderation in either 
oil pricing or ' produtt~6n~ 
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FOR 

. . . 
3 If w~ don't .sell them arms, the .Saudis 
wili turn elsewhere -- to France and West 
Germany. I.tis in the U.S .. interest to 
becane the Saudis' principal ar~s suppli~r 
and ~hus exert some influence over the 
deployment and U$e of these weapons. 

. .. . . ::· . 

4 The U.S.' must maintain good relatio"ns 
with the Saudis for economic as well as 
~trategic r~asons. Besides oil, U.S. firms 
d.o ,bi 11 ions :of: d.o 11 ars of business with 
the Saudis e~ery· year. We must continue 
to recycl~ the Retrodollars jnto the U.S. 

AGAINST 

3 . Tiler~ is :.nothing · to pr.event . the Saudis' 
buyi'ng arms elsewhere· even after they · 
acqutre U.S. weapons. They have signed 
an arms contract with Franc·e and are seek
ing others with Britain and West Germany. · 
These purchases will probably go through 
regardless of whether the U.S. sells the 
F-15 add-ons and AWACS. 

AWACS and F-15s are available only 
from the U.S . ; neither our NATO allies 
no~ · the USSR has comparable technology . 

4 Th.ese economic relati o~·s .·~i'11 continue 
whether or not the sale is a·pproved . . The 
Saudis neecl U.S. technology and ·expertis.e. 
With 45,000 Jlrnericans working in their 
country, the Saudis would not risk ru·p
turing relations wi'th the U.S. 

ISRAEL 

1 F-·15 add~on equipment and AWACS are 
not a threat to Israel. The. Administration 
has ;Q.:iyen IS-f-ael iron-clad security guaran
tees "as well as pranises of econanic and 
military aid that would of~set ~ny advan
tage on the ~rah side. 

2 The. sale wouid. not upset the balance 
of power between Israel and the_A~ab states. 
Israel is still the strongest m1l1tary 
power i~ t~e region. 

1 . This equipment· poses a grave danger 
to Israel's securit¥. The Saudis have not 
explicitly recognized Israel's r1ght to 
exist, and have fought against Israel 
three times in the past 33 years. Just a 
few weeks a.go, Saudi Arabia called again 
for a jihad against Israel . That the 
Saudis will use their F-lSs and AWACS 
directly or lend them to another state to 
use a.gainst Israel is a real possibility. 

2 The AWACS would, for the first time, 
give the Arabs a qualitative advantage · 
over Israel, which would radically alter 
the balance of power. AWACS far surpass 
any equipment in Israel's arsenal. In · 
addition, F-15 add-ons would severely 
undermine Israel's air superiority and 
enable Saudi Arabia to hit any Israeli 
target from bases located deep in their 
own country. 
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FOR 

3 According to U.S. 1 aw, tfi.e Saudi"s cou 1 d 
ilOt transfer tlie weapons to a third party. 

AWACS 

1 After the sale, operation of AWACS in 
Saudi Arabia will be in American hands, 
American specialists and technicians are 
already manning the four AWACS now in Saudi 
Arabia, and will remain there. As many as 
30 American technicians will fly on AWACS 
missions after Saudi Arabia receives its 
AWACS. 

2 The Administration understands that 
the Saudis will use the AWACS to protect 
the oilfields, and not against Israel. 

3 The Saudis cannot operate AWACS with-
out American help . The U.S. would not 
allow the system to be used against Israel, 
and the Saudis know it. 

AGAINST 

3 Once the weapons are in Saudi hands, 
the U.S. cannot assure that they will not 
be transferred to or snared with other 
states. "The Saudts have participated in 
joint training maneuvers with Syria and 
Jordan, and may have transferred U.S. 
weapons to Iraq for use against Iran. 

1 To sell this ultra-sophisticated 
equipment to Saudi Arabia is to risk that 
AWACS secrets will be compromised or fall 
into enemy hands. Internal Saudi security 
is lax; Saudi stability is questionable. 

Americans flying in Saudi AWACS, under 
Saudi command, is intolerable . Americans 
are not in the Saudi service. This 
increases the danger of American involve
ment in regional conflict . 

2 Once AWACS are sold, the U.S. has no 
control over their use. Saudi AWACS will 
endanger the security of Israel. All of 
Israel -- its airfields, aircraft and 
defense systems -- will be exposed to 
the "sight" of AWACS from well within 
Arab air space. 

AWACS in Saudi Arabia would seriously 
erode the technological superiority upon 
which Israel depends for its security. 

3 The U.S. guarantee will amount to 
nothing if the Saudi Government changes. 
Furthermore, the present Saudi rulers 
have declared that, "All we own is at the 
disposal of the Arab nations and will be 
used ... against the common enemy. 11 

[Quoted by Senator Howard Metzenbaum 
{D,-Ohio) on the Senate floor, Ma.x;,15, .. 
1978 (Congressional Record - S7414)J 
The Saudis have frequently rejected any 
conditions on their weapons' use. 
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4 It would be "sui cide11 for Saudi AWACS 
to fly near Israel ts borders, Israeli 
fighter$ would quickly shoot down the 
planes. 

5 While AWAcs'.cou.ld see all of Israel, 
with s6 much normal air traffic in the 
region, it ·would be difficult to spot an 
Is'raeli a1r attack. _....... · __ _ ... _. __ _ 

. . 

6 · AWACS in Saudi Arabia would enhance 
the defense capability. of· the kingdom . 

7 AWACS in Saud·i Arabi a would enable the 
U .. S. to keep an electronic watch over 
developments jn the Persian · Gulf. 

8 The AWACS will not be equipped with the 
most secret electronic devices. · 

9 If the United States doesn't provide 
the AWACS, Saudi Arabia will seek .other 
equipment, particularly the British Nimrod. 

7 ._ 

AGAINST 

4 When the United States sold AWACS to 
NATO ft assured our allies that the planes 
were virtually immune to enemy interception . .. 
Saudi planes will also be practically 
immune to Israeli planes. The /!WACS will 
fly well within Arab territory, will be 
equipped with ECM to thwart enemy radar 

,. and mi SSJ1 es, and Wi 11 be accompanied by 
fighter escort-~ F-l5s .or F-Ss. Lastly, 
the AWACS can detect any Israeli planes 
approaching, call up interceptors, or turn 
and fly away at speeds . approaching 600 mph_. 
Enemy aircraft pursuin'g it would quickly· 
find itself dangerously deep in enemy 
territory. 

5 T.!1~.....£!jm~u·nction of the AWACS is ·to 
1 ~~alyze all aircraft in the region and 
·· identify enemy aircraft. In a European 

test of AWACS, one aircraft was capable of i : 
detecting every plane in the air between 
Paris and Warsaw. In periods of regional 
tension, civilian air traffic will be 
minimal. 

6 The F- 15 /AWACS combinatlon is an< 
offensive and defensive system . ·AWACS ·will 
have a uforce multiplier effect;" Saudi 
Arabia would more than triple its effective 
air power. 

7 AWACS already in Saudi Arabia -- on_a 
temporary basis since October 1980 and in 
U.S. hands -- provide the U.S . with the 
inte·l.ligence data it requ·ires. 

8 It is ·unli.kely that the Saudis would 
accept anything less than fully-enhanced 
and equipped AWACS . 

9 Ther·e is no aircraft in the world com
para.ble to the American E-3A AWACS. The 
British Nimrod Mk3 is a rec~ntly-developed 
early warning plane which evolved from an 
earlier maritime surveillance version of 
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FOR AGAiNsT 

the. Nimrod. The Nimro~ MkJ, which will _ 
enter Bd ti sh, RAF serv'ice. next . ye(lr, wi 1l 
have abproximateJy haJf of the radar 
consoles as the- Amertcan AWACS. NATO 
chose the American AWACS over the Nimrod. 

GENERAL 

1 The stature of the Presidency will be 
threatened if Congress rejects the sale to 
Saudi Arabia. 

2 The U.S . cannot al~ow a foreign country 
Israel -- or ·domest1c pressure groups to 

dictate U.S. policies in the Middle East. 

April 29, 1981 

1 This refrain has often been heard in 
recent history to cover errors by policy
makers in the executive branch. The 
Legislative and Executive branches of the 
U.S. government are co-equals in policy 
making . . When the two branches work to
gether in formulat_ing an,d shaping policy, 
the 'outcome is best for .America. Ac.cording 
to reliable accounts., the arms offer to -
Saudi Arabia was made by the Department Qf 
Defense without full and proper consulta
tion with the White House or State 
Department. 

2 The U.S. must determine its policies 
according · to its own .. interests. Israel .. 
is an ack~owledged strategic ally ~f the · 
U.S. and the only stable democracy in the 
Middle East. 

Caving in to the Saudis on AWACS and 
F-15 add-ons amounts to appeasement. 

' . ~ . 

.... 




